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MEETI NGS
THE ‾ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CORPORA_
TION, for the election of o餓cers and transactiori of busi_
Iiess’is held on the fourth Tuesday of January, at 3 P. M.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES holds its annual meet-
ing on the first -Tuesday of February, and quarterly m鶴t-
ing§ On the third Tuesday of January. April事July, and
October, at 3 P. M. at the Hospital. Special meetings are
held by the direction of the Presideht.
THE HOSPITAL COMMITTEE meets at the Hospital
On the cau of the Superintendent’Or Whenever necessary・
COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING MEDICAL‾ AND
SURGICAL STAFF should be directed to Henry M.臆Pol-
賞oc恵,棚:D.
HOSPITAL LOCATIONS
The Main Hospital is on East Concord ‾Street, between
Harrism Avenuうand Albany Street, Boston.
Robinson Memorial’Matemity Departme調t is on Stough-
ton St., Bosto種.
The Evans Memorial for Clinical Research and Preven輸
tive Medicine is at No. 8o East Con∞rd Street, Boston.
The Out-Patient Department is at 75O Harrison Avenue,
between East Newton and East Concord Streets.
Telephone - Private Branch Exchange (∞nneCting a言l
departments) Back Bay 64OO.
The West Department (for Contag主ous Diseases) is on
Allston arid Washington Streets (near Commonwealth
Ave.), Brighton District. Telephone, Brighton 7oO.
The Convalescent Home for Women and Children is
at　364 SchooI Street, Wate韓own. Telephone, Newton
No請hき55.
The Convalescent Home for Men is at 23 Everett Street,
Dorchester. Telephone, Dorchester 424O.
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Facts of Interest
I855, Act of I食gislature establishing Hospital
I871, Hospital opened, January 23d.
First located at |4 Bu調Oughs Place, Boston.
Nunber of beds when ope皿ed, I6.
I874, Hospital moved to East Concord St. and one building
erected.
Nunber of beds, 4O.
|884, Surgical Wing opened.
1885, Training School for Nurses established.
|89], Medical Wing and Surgical Annex erected.
1897, Matemity Department at 4O West Newton St. opened,
July Ist.
I897, Nurses’Home on Stoughton St. erected.
I906, Homceopa,thic Medical Dispensary, W龍ch ha,d been in
existence for sixty years, became the Out-Patient De-
Partment of the Hospital, February.
I9O8, John C. Haynes Memorial for contagious diseases erected
at Allston St., Brighton, COSting nearly $3OO,O∞.
I9|2, The Robert Dawson Evans Memorial for Cljnical Re_
Search and Preventive Medicine erected, COSting $| 7 5 ,∞O.
I9I6, The Jennie M. Robinson Memorial Matemity erected,
co誼ng nearly $3OO,OOO.
I88o, Nunber of in-Patients treated, |9O.
I89O, Nrmber of inpatients treated, 683.
I9OO, Nunber of in-Patients treated, 2,284.
|9IO, Nunber of in-Patients treated, 4,924.
I9I6, Nunber of in-Pa七ients treated, 8,3O5.
Total則mber of in-Patieuts treated sin∞ OPe血g H∞-
pital, 9O,990.
I9[6, Number of visits of out-Pa七ients, 49,992.
Nunber of beds, 5O6.
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Act of Incorporation
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
CHAPTm 4II OF THE AcTS or I855
AN AcT ro INCORPORATE THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM優OPATHIC Hosm▲L
Be海e棚∫Ied bγ海Se徹αie鋤d Ho鵜e Of Relγeふeタ蘭細eふ言n GeneγαI
Cひ面α心e初led,鋤d bγ勅e o初hoγ旬Of海ぶα,彬, cふfoIIo郡:
SECTION I. That Otis Clapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charles
B. Hall, George Bancroft, John D. Richardson, Adam W. Thaxter・ Jr.’
Simon G. Cheever, Otis Tufts, Robert L. Robbins and James Den111e,
Jr., and their associates alld successors are hereby n-ade a corporation
by the name of the Massachusetts Hom(roPathic Hospital・ With all thc
power§ and privileges, and subject to al=he duties’liabilities・ and
restrictions set forth in the forty-fourth chapter of the Revised
Statutcs; Said Hospita=o be located in Boston・
SECT. 2. Said corporation may take and receive’hold, PurChase・ and
possess, Of and from all and any person or persons disposed to aid thc
benevolent purposes of this institution any devises and grants o=and3
and ten。m。ntS言11 fee simple and otherwise, and any donations and
bequests of mo11ey Or Other property, tO be used and improved for
the erection, SuPpOrt, and maintenance of a hospital for sick persons.
SECで. 3. The property to be holden by said corporation sha11 not
exceed in value two hundrcd thousand dollars’Of which one-half may
be in rcal cstate.
S耽T. 4. Said corporation may establish by-laws and rules for the
government and regu-atio11S Of its affairs・ and may provide thercin
書or the∴election of suぐh o航cers as may be thought proper.
S耽T. 5. This act sha11 take effect upon its passage.
Allγ0電Ied May I9タ重85与.
CHAPで電照26 oF THE AcTS or I884
AN Ac富∴rO AuTHORTZE THE MASSACIIUSEmS HoM優OPAでHIC Hosprr▲L
ro HoLD ADDmONAしREAL ▲ND PERSONAI. EsでÅTE
Be if e〃α`融bγ妨e Se,面e α毒Ho鵬e Of Re♪γe5e海αt海事持Ge競eγαI
Co初弓αぐSemb′ed,鋤d b申he α諦hoγ旬of初期卿e, 0ふIol′oα鳩∵
SEC↑ION I. The Massachu§ettS Hom∝OPathic Hospita=s authorized・
for the l)urPOSeS Set forth in its act of incorporation・ tO hold property
to the amount of six hundred thousand dollars, Of which or'e-half may
be in real estate.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AI♪γ00′ed Fcb.吟l鍵4
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CHAPT蹴358 oF富髄AcTS or I8go.
AN AcT IN FAVOn OF lrHE M^SSACHUSE調S HoM鴫OPATⅢC HospIT▲L
B`高のα`ied bγ I庇Seタlαte O初IIo榔ふe OI ReIγeふe海砂e高話Ge解肋
Co鮪I α3$eタI肋ed, 〇両bッ海a鱗勅0γ旬oI偽e sα肋e, α`子ollo雄心:
SECT重ON I. There shall be allowed and paid out of the treasury of
the Commonwealth a sum not exceeding orle hundred and twenty tllOu-
Sand do=ars il- aid of the MassachusぐttS Homceopathic Hospital, a
Charitable corporation, Organized under the laws of this Commonwca宜h
and locatcd in the City of Boston, tO be expellded by the Trustees
thereof, for the purpose of building and furnishing an addition lo the
PreSen章building, Or for building a new building for the gencral purL
POSe§ Of said Hospital.
SECT. 2. In consideration of the gra11t PrOVided for in Section one.
血e Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital sha11 pro-
Vidc for a representation on their board of five members, to bc
appointed by the Govemor with the advice and consent of the Council,
during thc present year, aS follows: tWO for three years, tWO for
two ycar§, and one for one year; and at the expiration of their re-
spective terms of scrvice appointme調t shall be made for a ter調Of
thrce ycars; all・=n further considcration thereof the said Hospital
Shall forever maintain no=ess than twenty free beds.
SECT. 3. The Massachusetts HomQopathic Hospital shall acccpt and
COmPly with the provisions of this act to the sati§faction of thc Gov.
C叩Or and CouncjI, Within thirty days from its passage.
SECT. 4. All bills for expenditurcs under this act shalI be presented
to the Auditor of the Commonwealth for approval, and certified to the
Governor and Counci=n thc same mamer as other claims against
the Commonwealth; PrOVidcd that no larger sum than sixty thou-
Sand dollars shall be paid during the year eighteen hundred and nincty.
SECT. 5. Thi§ aCt ShaIl take effect upon its passage.
AllγO寄′ぐd J伽e 3タ重890.
CHAmER 45 OF∴THE ÅcTS or ]89重
AN Ac富∴TO AuTHO最賞ZE THE MASS▲CHUS即でS HoM偶OP▲でHIC HospIT▲I.
TO HoLD ADDITION▲しPROPERTY
Bo存enaでied by fhe Se州のIe鋤d Houふe OI ReIγe3飾蝕めeら読Ge彫γαI
Couγタの∫ぐem航d, αnd bγ the αu偽o高砂0声he ∫αme, αふfoIIoαIふ:
SECT章ON I. The Massachusetts HomQopa輔c Hospital i§ authorized,
for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property
to the amount of one m鞘on two hundred thousand dollars.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take c磨ect upon its passage.
A♪♪γOe′ed March 6, I89I.
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C鼠AP富富農98 0P種田E Ac聯O重量邸
A討Ac冒TO AuTHOnIZE∴THE MASSACHUS動議S HoMCEOPATEIC Hosp重TAL
富O HoLD PROPERTY rO THE AMOUNT OF THREE MILLION DoLl.ARS
B`高鋤の短d bツタhe Se′●α毎αI,d Hoα3e Of月e♪γe∫e初αt短も訪G鋤`γαI
Co録γ! α購eタ〃bledタの11d by the α励0γ訪ソOf ihe糊me, α3加Ilo露′S:
SEC.rION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is hereby
authorized, for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, to
hold property to an amount not exceeding thrce million dollars.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Allγ0ひed Fcb.鑓,重898.
CHAPmR I37 OF THE AcTS or I898
AN Ac富　ro AuTHOnIZB THE HoM髄OPATHIC MEDIC▲I, DISPENSA京Y∴富O
T農ANSFER ]TS FuNDS AND PROPERTYでO THB MASSACHUSE調S
HoM優OPATHIC HospITAL
B`宛e桝o〆ed by肋e Senαタe α海d Ho従se of Re♪γ“e初の巌や,訪Gのleγ胡
Co榔γ‡ “se脇bled, a海bツタhe鋤thoγ訪γ Of iheぐのme, α3 follo敬硬∵
SECTION I. The Homceopathic Medical Dispensary, incorporated by
Chapter one hundred and ninety-One Of the acts of the year∴eighteen
hundred and fifty-Six, and the trustees thereof, are hereby authorized
to transfer, aSSign, §et OVer, and convey all the funds and property
now or hereafter held by it or them for the charitable purposes of
said disl)enSary tO the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital,誼cor-
POrated by Chapter four hundred and eleven of the acts of the γear
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, and said Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospita=s hereby authorized to receive and accept the same, and to
hoId, manage, uSe, and dispose of the same as the trustees of the said
Hospital may from time to time deem best for the fulfilment of the
Charitable purposes of a dispensary.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take efliect upon its passage.
A♪♪γ0少ed March 3,重邸.
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Officers of the Hospital, 1917
Hoの0γαγγ Pγe$㌶e融
CHARLES R. CODmN
PγeSide融
EDWARD H. MASON
事だce-Pγe霧de寂5
WALTER W. WESSELHOEFT, M.D. ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
HENRY S. GREW RussELL S. CoDMAN
T予約Iees
MAJOR TA|,BOT AL。RICH
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH
MRS. FRANCIS R. ALLEN
EzRA H. BAKER
MISS SusAN P. BARER
GEORGE D. BLISS, M.D.
LEROY S. BROWN
IsAAC W. CHICK
J. WmKINSON CI,APP, M.D.
B. PRESTON CLARK
MISS ELEANOR A. CLARK
CHARE,ES R. CoDMAN
RussELL S. CoDMAN
MRS. CosTELLO C. CoNVRRSE
CHARLES F. DowsE
WILLIAM B. H. DowsE
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
WⅡ.巳重AⅢ F.
MRS. RoBERT D. EvANS
H NRY S. GREW
MRS. JoHN C. HAYNES
HERBERT D. HEATHFIELD
HEN Y L. HouGHTON, M.D.
MISS IsABELLA F. KEYES
EDWARD H. MASON
N. EMMONS PAINE, M.D.
CHARLES J. PRESCOTT
ELWYN G. PRESTON
WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON
WALしACE F. RoBINSON
CHARLES E. RoGERSON
JoHN P. uTHERLAND, M.D.
CRANMORE N. WALLACE
WALTER WESSELHOEFで, M.D.
EDMUND A. W遍ITMAN
W遍調富EⅢO取ら
Sまの細鞠吻S細es
N. EMMONS PAINE, M.D.　　　　Term expires I9I7
CHARLES E. RoGERSON Term expires I9I8
ELWYN G. PRESTON Term expires I9I8
GEORGE D. BLISS, M.D.　　　　Term expires I9I9
HENRY L. HouG田富ON, M.D.　　Term expires I9I9
虎cγeiαγγ
EzRA H. BARER, 23 Ames Bldg., Boston
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TγeαSα′eγ
A耽HUR F. EsTABROOK, I5 State St., Boston
月巌のタタCe αmm殺ee
EzRA H. BAKEB 鱒BN虫Y S. G鼠BW
CHAELES F. DowsE
αm桝i彬eザ脇γS αnd心無a棚
WILしIAM∴F. WHITTEMORE IsAAC W. CHICK
MR§. RoBERT D. EvANS MRS. F. R. ALLBN
CmRLES J. PRESCorT MRS. C・ C・ CoNVERSE
W. S. RICHARDSON
PRESIDENT, Ex-OFFIC重O
B. PRESTON CLARK
α肋桝i嬢e o" Nom切aliol鳩
EzRA H. BAKER
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY AI,DRICH
R. S. CoDMAN
Ho?生揚のi Commuiee
PRESIDENT, Ex-OFF重C重O
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDR重CH
ELWYN G. PRESTON
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
EzR  H. BAKER
B. PRESTON CLARK
鱒ENR7 S. G鼠EW
砺訪定ng α肋肋海ees♪0砺柁b. J, fクで6,め舶b・ J, 1クで7
重9重6
Feb. MRS、 HAYNES, MR. WALLACE, MR. R. S. CoDMAN
Mar. MRS. CoNVERSE, MRS. EvANS, MR. PRESCOm
Apr. M重SS CLARK, MR. C. R. CoDMAN, MR. W. S. RICHA最DSON
May M置SS KEYES, DR. BI‘ISS, DR. SuT貰ERI‘AND
June MR. RoGERSON, MR. HEATHFIELD
July
Aug.
Sept. MR. ALDRICH, DR. HouGHTON
Oct.　M重SS BAKER, MR. WHITMAN
Nov. MRS. ALLEN, MR. WHI調EMORB
Dec. DR. PAINE, MR. BROWN
重9重7
Jan. MR. C. F. DowsE, MR. W. B. H. DowsE
Each visitor is expected to visit at least twice during the month assigned
and oftener if possible; tO register in the visiting book and to report any
SuggeStions to the Hospital Committee・
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Sゆeγi寂e綿虎海
HBNRY M. Pol,LOCK, M.D.
As∫ゐlα初めihe Sゆeγわle桝お初
W. FRANm,IN WooD, M.D.
ResideタタI Phッ訪ね鳩S α鳩d SuγgeO柳
SAMUEL A. CLEMENT, M.D.
RALPH H. HopKINS, M,D.
MILO C. GREEN, M.D.
ELIZABEⅢ G. BRA。T, M.D.
Pαiholog寂s
WILL重AM H. WATTERS, M.D.
DAVID L. BELD重NG, M.D.
虚oe綿屯e"Olog寂
GARDNER H. OsGOOD, M.D.
Sゆeγあお持de拓きげN徹γ$e3
MRS. AI.ICE H. FLASH, R.N.
A ssあ細n匁
ETHEL A. HuMPHREY, R.N.
EL重ZA R. DAVIS, R.N.
MARY U. SYLVESTER. R.N.
MARGARET A. LANE, R.N.
Hあd N毒γSe
Haynes Memorial
DINA RAMSTA。, R.N.
Dγuggis鯵
GEORGE A. Ev重SON
ALMA BINASCO, M.D.
MARGUERITE EvBRHAM, M.D.
DAV重D I. FRANKEL, M.D.
BERTHA CAMERON-GuILD, M.D.
JACOB FAしK, M.D.
BBN H. HuGG重NS, M,D.
hieγ徹eS
MARGUERITB L|CHでENT田AEしER, M.D.
ABRAHAM S. MoRR重S, M.D.
oRENE PAINTER, M.D.
HERMAN C. PETTERSON, M.D.
THOMAS W. PH重LLIPS, M.D.
JosEPH J. S蜜IRBALI., M.D.
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Medical and Surgical Staff
Consultants　"
HoRACE PACKARD, M.D., SuγgeO"
WALTER WESSEL遍OEFT’M.D., Phッs巌竹
JoHN P. SuT遍ERLAND, M.D., P砂s窃α競
CHARLES H. THOMAS, M.D., PhγSiciαわ
J・ HERBERT MooRE, M.D., Physici鋤
FREDERICK H. PERCYI M.D.’Phッ訪ねw
N. EMMONS PAIN, M.D.,功seαSeS q声he M窃d
HERBBRでC・ CLAPP, M.D,, Diseases qf砺e C%es‡
PERCY G. BROWNE, M.D., Diseases匂つke C%es!
JoIIN L. CoFFIN, M.D., DiseαSes匂r Jhe S脇
J・ WII‘KINSON CI.APP, M.D., PhaγmCeu海s
HowARD P. BELLOWS, M.D., 4uγal DおeαSeS
GEORGE B. RICE, M.D., 1Vose α融rhroαi
T甲OMAS M. STRONG, M.D., Nose 。融rあγ0α!
FRE。ERICK W. HALSEY, M.D., RecめI DdseαSeS
GEORGE D. BLISS, M.D.’Ob弱毒c;α桝
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M.D., Obsie擁わあの
SARAH S・ WINSOR, M.D., Obstelγicわ符
JoHN H. PAYNE, M.D., Oク脇αhnic Suγgeの
GEORGE A. SuFFA, M.D., OZ減殺肋あSれ捜e倣
Medical Sta揮
Phγ譲るal,S iタO α均
FREDERICK P. BATC髄LDER, M.D.
EDWARD E. ALLEN, M.D.
Phッ読ia脇s
NELSON M. WooD, M.D.　　　WmsoN F. PHII‘LIPS, M.D.
EDWAm S・ CAL。ERWOOD, M.D. J. ARNOLD RocKWELL, M.D.
協s毒巌g P砂読iα郷
Children’s Department
ORVⅡ山R R. CmI]WELL, M.D.　FRANCIS且MACCA関HY’M.D.
West Department
CoNRAD WESSELHOEFT, M.D.
重O
A3諦め融Ⅴ巌海g PカツS流露
E. SAMUEL EAS富MAN, M.D.
N鋤′Ologゐ‡
FRANK C. RICHARDSON, M.D.
A ss寂α13i N臼のγOlog寂
E最REST M. JoRDAN, M.D.
Surgical Staff
SαタgeO綿S読αi少
も監蓋笥臨空詫言M.D.
S綿γgeの"S
蕊器s喜(詑器・藩・
Ⅴ綴巌g S幼舞0郷
寵詣認窯盤:
GEOBGE R. SouTHW【CK, M.D. (s夕ecわl gy形acologあのJ c∞6$)
A ss寂のク31 V綴訪ng Suγg鋤8S
籠繋聾血　謙語鵠・
ObsieIγi〆α綿S
GBORGE H. EARL, M.D.　　　　　EDW重N P. RuGGLE§, M.D.
FREDERTCK I,. E拡ERSON, M.D.　WII,LIAM A. HAM, M.D.
A $Sわiα融Obsieiγi〆αタ鳩
EDWIN W. SMIでH, M.D.
。. WE乳EY藩拝葦・ANTON R. FRTE。, M.D.
0γihoクのd宛SαγgeOnS
AI,ONZO G. HowARD, M.D.
HowARD MooRE, M.D.
A ss寂a寂Oγihoク似まわSu′geOnS
Ch脚oRm) D. HARVE「・.盤でER S。H.RMER章M.D.
Ge諦0- Uシあαγγ
STBPⅡEN H. BI.ODGEm章M.D.
重量
Aα′露S復啓`肋
FRR耽RTCK W. CoLBU附. M.D.
A3訪露のI A αγαl S構呼oね
HAROLD L. BABCOCX, M.D.
N電重DH▲京D H. HouG鼠でON・ M.D.諾蓋簿畳豊富D.
El.櫨ON R. JoHNSON, M.D.
A $Sisめ綿l Sα′geO持c
RoLAND O. PARRIS, M.D.　　　WAL。O W. WALKBR, M.D.
のかかけ肋宛S綿花eO桝
DAVID W. WRLLS, M.D.　　　　AしB旗T W. HoRR, M.D.
JosBP鼠E. STERNBERG, M.D. (Pro /m.)
A s読め諦0少偽α脇i` S‡(′geO柳
DAVID L. MARTIN, M.D.
HARRY A. WATTS, M.D. (クγO /m.)
De′肋のidog寂
WESLE輩T. LEB, M.D.
Pα偽olog寂s
WIl.LIAM H. WATTERS, M.D.
DAVI。 L. BELDING, M.D.
Del加I S‡l捜eO競
L耽or M. S. M重NBR, M.D.
Roe融geタのlog諦
GARDNER H. OsGOO。, M.D.
A能のS偽etisi
MARY A. LEAV重TT, M.D.
A部is細海AわのS脇eiisi
ELIZABEでH Ross, M.D.
施榔e‡!′
RAMONA METCALF
重2
Out-Patient Department
嵩藷叢薫親芸?’議欝患。.
HAF重ZA AMEER. M.D.　　　　　　EDWIN D. L関, M.D.
Obs肋γi`αl
E。W重N W. SM重TH’M.PAN,。N R. FR重E。, M.D.
鑑蕊語意試糀.　難詰も霊と豊)諒D.
W皿LIAⅢ K. S. THOMAS, M.D.　RoBBRT F. So叩HER, M.D.
J. ARTHUR JoNES, M.D.
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FORTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
Report of the Trustees
The report of the T調steeS for the year [916 must be a
record of increa,Sed activity and helpfulness to the patients in
the Hospital, the total nunber of ca,SeS being 8,3O5 in I9I6 as
compared with 6,9I5 in I9I5; W皿e in the Out-Patient De-
partment the total in 19I6 was 49・992 aS against 44,O94 in
[9I5. This change was due prinarily to the Robinson Memo-
rial, in which 2,828 ca,SeS (mothers and infants) were trea,ted,
as agains七2,364 in the matemity wards of the Main Hospital
in |9I5. In spite of this great increase the mortality in the
Robinson Memorial for I9[6 was 73, While in I9I5 it was 8I.
The new building enalJled the Out-Patieat Department to
treat 14,443 neW CaSeS in I9I6 as a,gainst I2・745 neW CaSeS in
重9重5●
The opening of the Robinson Memorial gave the Hospital
an opportunity to transfer the Clack Ward from East Brook-
1ine S七reet to the Main Building, With what bene丘t to the
c址1dren those who have visited the wards can testify. Surely
the wise plans of the generous donor of the Robinson Memorial
have brought greater benefits to the su節ering than even he
could ha.ve anticipated, and their influence is increa’Sing with
each month.
So too the Haynes Memorial in the past sunmer and autumn,
when the infantile pardysis epidemic wa,S at its hei如t, ProVed
again the wisdom of the generous fomder, for d血ng the last千r
丘ve months of the year |52 Su節erers of the disease were re-
ceived and cared for in the West Depa,rtment. The total
即mber of cases of all kinds treated were {,346 against I,I38
in the previous year.
Helpful to the Hospital’eSPeCia11y in the care and observa-
基6
tion of cases of irfultile pardysis, WaS the Evans Memorial,
Where the splendid equipment gives the director and his as-
Sistants such opportunities for the study of the obscure and
ba鍋ing ca,uSeS of this and other diseases that great benefits
rmst result.
The Sumy Bank Hone and Nash House continue to benefit
convalescents, mOre Of whom in the future we hope w址avail
themselves of their opportunities.
The Hotel Newton has proved invaluable in the housing of
Our nurSeS, and two of the houses on East Newton Street,
bought two yea,rs agO, are being prepared for the nurses now
Iodged in the former Clark Ward on East Brookline Street.
When the latter is vacated it is proposed to open in it a ward
for the care of venereal diseases.
Financial Statement
The gifts and bequests the past year have been:
Estate of Calanthe Marsh, CaSh and securities .
Helen Collamore, CaSh and securities .
David B. Flint, CaSh and securities ‥
$重6,649.50
2重2,444・9o
重,25〇・〇0
Free Beds:
Estate of Ama E. Smith, CaSh and securities.
Almina J. Flint, CaSh and securities.
Mary Shamon, CaSh and securities.
MaryM.Browne‥ . . . . . . .
JohnF.Siders. . . . . . . . . .
Mrs.HenryC.Thacher . . . . . . . : . .
EstateofHelenColla皿ore. . . . . . . . .
For special purposes :
Mrs.RobertDawsonEvans . . . . . . . .
WallaceF.Robinson . . . . . . . . . . .
… .　　5,〇〇〇・〇〇
… .　　6,5○○.○○
. . . .　　重O,〇〇〇.○○
.  . .　　5,〇〇〇・〇〇
… ・　　5,〇〇〇・〇〇
… .　　5,〇〇〇・00
. . 　　20,○○0.00
… ・　　50,〇〇〇・〇〇
… 　　75,〇°〇・〇〇
To which should be added the donations to current
incomefromvariousgivers‥ . . . . . . . . . .　$I,2I2.62
Toぬ1 …　… . . …　…　…　…　‥　$4I3,43重.02
At the last meeting of the Trustees amouncement was
made of the a.dditional gift by Mrs. Robert Dawson Evans of
$9O,O∞, - for the Evaus Memorial, making the total endow-
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ment血nd established by her $4OO,OOO. This endoⅥ調ent OPenS
a great future for the Memorial.
The血ancial result may be srmmarized :
I9重6　　　　　　I9I5
Receipts, all depa,rtmentS .　　　$234,重33.5O　　　$I95,7重7.54
Expenditrres, all departments .　3II,253.42　　　　238,434.72
Deficit . . -　　　　　　　　　$77,重賞9.92　　　　$42,7I7.68
By reasons, however, of gifts and bequests the resources of
the Hospital increased $359,5|O.02, although the mrestricted
funds were encroa,Ched upon in order to meet the deficit.
The needs of the Hospi七al are many and are constantly in-
Creasing; the changes in the Maln Building refened to in the
last annual report are still to be made; a larger and better
equlpped laundry is imperative; better quarters for the in-
temes are essentia,1; a neW Administration Building is neces-
Sary, and a new pavilion for private patients has been a con-
stant need for years.
Notwithstanding the attractive quarters of the Clark Ward,
the Hospital feels keenly the need of a separate modem build-
ing for children exclusively, in order to ca,rry Out thoroughly
the plans of the generous founder of the Ward.
The tmth is the wok of the Hospital has so increased year
by year that the Trustees have.pe血aps not appreciated the
great pressure put upon its fac瀧ties nor realized how great is
the ever increasing demand upon its resources. Staunch friends,
however, have shown their faith in the Hospital by their be-
quests and gifts, and ’every addition to the Hospital, eSPeCia11y
Of late years, has been of the highest dass. The present needs
Of the Hospital、 w皿in time be satisfied言t may confidently be
predicted, if the §ta埴, the O鯖cers and the Trustees continue
to co-OPerate n〇七Only in inaintaining the present high reputa-
tion of the HosPital; but _also in strengthening its resources
and in broadening its work. We, have great 〉pOSSib班ties before
us; We棚田St make them realities.
The accompanying reports from the various departments set
forth in deta11 the work and pressing needs of the Hospital.
Doctor Edwin R. Lewis, Assis七ant Superintendent, and for
重8
neady a year after Doctor Mam,s death the acting Super-
intendent, reSigned in Dece血ber, |9[6 to become the Superin-
tendeat of the Hahnemann鱒omceopa批c Hospita,l, Rochester,
N. Y. The grati血de of the Trustees for his fait田山and de_
VOted service to the Hospital, aS Well as their best wishes for
and belief in龍s future success, gO With him to his new field.
The past year has shown the great good fortune the Hos置
Pital has had in its new Superintendent, Whose work in his first
year is the best guarantee of his future success.
The illness of our President has preve租ted him from grvmg
all the personal attention to the Hospital dtlring the past t血・ee
months w龍ch he has always shown, although he has followed
its affairs with keen interest amd sympathy. That he may
have a speedy recovery is the eamest wish of everybody.
The Trustees thank the Superirfendent, the Sta群, and all
the O錦cers and EmpIoyees of the Hospital in a11 departments
for their devoted amd e鯖cient service the past year.
For the Trustees,
EzRA H. BAKER,
Secr細貯γ.
I9
Report of the Superintendent
To the Board of Trustees of the Massa.c血ユSettS Homceo-
Pathic Hospital :
I hereby respectfully submit the forty-SeVenth annual report
°f the Superintendent for the year ending December 3 I, |916.
Patients Treated
There have been treated in the several departments of the
Main Hospita1 8,3O5 Patients ; in the John C. Haynes Memorial,
重,346; at Sumy Bank Home, |86; at the Nash House, 86; and
in the Out-Patient Department重4,443　Patients who made
49,992 Visま七s.
In addition the extemes on the district responded to 8,I53
Calls and the social service wo血er, district and obstetrical
nurses, made 6,629 visits. r,309 mOre Patients ha.ve been cared
for at the Main Hospital than in |9I5, Of whom 623 Were dassed
as surgical, 44O aS Obstetrical, and 327 aS medical. AIso 2O8
more contagious cases were trea,ted and 5,898 more visits made
to the Out-Patient Department than in重9I5.
The John C. Haynes Memorial, the Robert Dawson Evans
Memorial, and the Jennie M. Robinson Memorial have each
accomplished their full part in the year’s work. The John C.
Haynes Memorial. besides caring for more than the usual nun-
ber of conta,gious cases sen七from the surromding towns, has
PrOVided a pla∞ Where those su癒ering from infantile paralysis
could be assured of suitable trea,tmen七, Which has been well
PrOvided by the Sta鱒of the Evans Memorial. The Jennie
M. Robinson Memorial (Obstetrical Department) has just
∞mPleted its first year of usefulness and has proven most
Satisfactory under working　∞nditions. Doubtless an ever
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increasing nunber of w(men Will conti調e to thank its donor
for its facilities and safeguards.
Receipts and Expenditures
The re∞ipts of the several departments of the hospital were
$234,I33.5O and the expenditures $3H,253.42, aS COmPared
with receipts of $|95,7|7.O4 and expenditures of $238,434.72
in I9I5. The da証y per capita cos七of the several departments
were: Maln Hospital (including the Evans and Robinson
Memorials) $2.O4; |9|5, $|.85; Haynes Memorial, $I・23; I9I5,
$I.I7; Evans Memorial, $4.O8;重9I5, $3.O9; Robinson Memo-
rial, $2.I9; Nash House, $|.68; I9I5, $I.36; Surmy Ba血
Home, $I.45; I9I5, $I.33.
Repairs and Improvements
The opening of the Robinson Memorial pem宙ted the re-
moval of the children from the East Brookline Street property
to the Fourth Medical floor of the Main Hospital. The renova-
tion and refinishing of this ward, made possible thrcngh Miss
Clack’s generosity, has added eighteen beds to the children,s
department and has provided far better facilities for their care
and treatment.
At the John C. Haynes Memorial a coal pocket of 3OO tonS’
ca,PaCity has been constructed, the sun parlors completed’and
the brick house purchased in I9I5 changed in its interior ar-
rangement, and thoroughly renovated・
Both at the Nash House and Sunny Bank many repairs have
been made and the exterior of the houses and certain of the
rooms painted.
The property on the comer of Stoughton and Albany Streets
has been remodelled and re丘壷血ed and is providing comfort-
able qua’rterS for certain of the women empIoyees・
New ambulances of the limousine type have been purchased
for both the Main Hospital and' the Contagious Department,
and an improved X-ray machine purchased and installed at
the Maln Hospital.
At the Evans Memorial, Mrs. Evans’generosity has ma,de
2重
POSSible the further equipment of the laboratories and the
erection of a new amimal house,
At the Main Hospital additional engine insta11ation has
狐owed the hospital to again man壷acture its electricity. An
exterior entrance has been provided from the丘rst surgical and
a serving room in comection with the empIQyeeS, dining room.
Twenty-five of the private rooms have been refumished and
Painted and in addition the usual nunber of minor repairs and
improvements made.
Training SchooI
Of the 5O5 mqulrleS re∞ived con∞ming the school, 82 Were
admitted as probationers, and 64 ac∞Pted as pupil nurses.
36 graduated dr壷ng the year and on De∞mber 3I there re-
mained 22 graduate nurses, I43 PuPil nurses, and I8 proba-
tioners・ In addition 9 nurSeS from some five di純鵬nt hospitals
Were reCeiving tralning.
Among the resigna,tions during the year were those of Miss
Esther Leonard, Assistant Superintendent of Nurses, to be
married; Miss Eva Muirhead’Instructor of Probationers, tO
become Superintendent of the Training School of the Hom∞0-
Pa舶c Hospital of Bu節alo, New York; Miss Sarah Higgins, in
Change of the operating rooms, tO become Superintendent of
the Training SchooI of the Homceopa.thic Hospital, Scranton,
Pemsylvania; and Mrs・ Lefferts, Supervising Nurse of the
Robinson Memorial.
The additional nurses made necessary by the opening of the
Robinson Memorial have been temporarily housed in the por-
tion of Hotel Newton adjacent thereto, and on East Brookline
Street.
Acknowledgments
As in past years the Hospital is indebted to its many蘭ends
for nrmerous donations of books, magaZines and flowers. Both
individuals and organizations have supphed rea,dings and
music and other entertairment that has been grea,tly appre-
Ciated by our patients. A most Merry C亜stmas was made
POSSible for the chndren of the Clark Ward and those of the
District by the reception of money, dothing and toys・
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Mr・ Isaac W. C址ck made his usual donation of $|OO for
books and magazines. ‘
Miss Eleanor J. caa蒔in addition td paying the cost of
remodelling the Clark Ward, has continued to supply its linen.
A suitable library was given to the Clark Ward by Miss
Ldia Swift and Dr. Lechtenthaler.
The Friday Aftemoon Bridge Club of West Roxbury gave
$25 for special orthopedic appara加s for the relief of s髄erers
紅on infantile paralysis, and a patient of one of our surgeons has
donated $5OO to be expended in part for s血gical instruments.
Dr. Edwin R. Lewis, Assistant Superintendent, after seven
years of loyal and e鯖cient service’reSigned to accept the super-
intendency of the Hahnemam Hospital of Rochester, New
York. Although his d印arture is tQ be greatly regretted it is
Pleasing that his ab批y has been given merited recognition"
In concludi調g咄s report I desire to express my indebted-
ness to your Board, and my appreciation of the loyal and e鯖-
Cient service rendered by the medical ind surgical sta任and
the several department heads.
HENRY M. PoLLOCK,
S%クeri海enゐni.
Comparative Statement of S七a七istics
For the Years Ending December 3I, I9I6, and I9r5
Patients in Hospital first of year:
In medical wards‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥
工n su略ical w甜ds‥ ‥ ‥.
工n obstetrical wards ‥.
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Patients treated drring yca,r:
In medical wards‥ ‥..
In surgical wards......
In obstetrical wards‥ ‥
F也tients dischanged during year:
Recovered
工皿proved
Uni mproved
N〇七treated
Died (including I6 obstetrical)
Patients in hospital ead of ycar:
In medical wards‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
In surgical wards‥.. ‥ ‥.
In obstetrical wards.. ‥. ‥
Death rate on number treated:
Medical
Su r繕cal
Total patients days treatment :
Free beds
Part pay beds..
Pe章∞nぬge :
Free bed days…
Part pay days‥.
???????????…??
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
Average patients per day:
Ambulance calls
Ⅹ-Rays taken
Haynes Memorial
Number of patients in Hospital first of year ‥..
Number of patients admitted during year. …. ‥
Numbe重of patients treated during year‥. ‥. ‥
Number of patients discharged during year‥ ‥.
Number of patients died during year…. ‥ ‥. ‥
Number of patients remaining at end of year. …
Total patients days treat;ment. …. ‥... ‥ ‥ ‥.
Average patients per day‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Average time patients in hospital, days.. …. ‥.
Averagecostperday.….‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥
Average death rate on mmber treated. ‥ ‥. ‥.
Evans Memorial
Number of patients remaining December 3重‥ ‥
Number of patients admitted during the yeaLr. ‥
Number of patients treated during the year. ….
Number oI patients dischanged during the year ‥
Number of patients died during the year∴ …..
Number of patients remaining end of year‥ ‥ ‥
Daily average number of patients. …. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Dallyaverage ∞St Per Patient. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥.
R∞eipts
Frompayingpatients‥.‥.‥.‥‥..‥.…...
Expendit甲℃S
Fo重皿a血te血ce
蜜5
重9重6　　　章9重S
重35・34　　　重44.06
重O6.暮5　　　80.9I
85.83　　　46.97
327・穿き∴∴∴ 27I.94
工4・4　　　　重4・3
$2.04　　　簿I.85
$2.64　　　$2.2重
重量9,8○○　　99,224
388　　　　3重O
229　　　　　204
3,865　　　3,393
563　　　　368
6,873∴∴∴∴ 4,576
重9重6　　　重9重5
重O5　　　　　66
重,24I　　　　賞,072
重,346　　　重,重38
章1233　　　　重,033
重○○　　　　　　8o
重量3　　　　　暮O5
33,347　　　29,889
9I・II　　　8I.87
24・77　　　26 26
$重.23　　　$重.重7
7・5　　　　　7・7
15,397.44　$6,65o.49
l重8,7書3.96　$重9,982.50
???????㌢??
Robinson Memorial
Remaining December 3I, mO血ers‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Admittedduringyea,r. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ・ ‥
Treatedduringyear‥. ‥‥.‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥・
Discharged during year‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Remaining end ofyear. ‥ ‥. ‥.. ‥
Daily average number of patients ‥
Daily average cost per patient ‥ ‥.
*Obstetrical service, Main Hospital, I9I 5, Shown for comparison.
Re∞ipts
From paying patients, I9重6. ‥. ‥. ‥ ・. ‥ ‥
Expenditures
Formaintenance.. … … …… … ‥...∴.∴.
Nash House
Number of patients remaining December 3重・
Number of patients admitted during yea,r …
Number of patients treated during year ‥ ‥
Number of patients discha,rged during year.
Number of patients remaining during year.
Number of da,yS board fumi§hed patients...
Daily average number of patients. ‥ … ‥ ‥
Daily average cost per patient‥ ‥. ‥　‥
Receipts
Frompayingpatients… ‥.. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Expenditures
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$4午, 592. 50
$46,246. 76
$重,重O重.66
$3,846.43　- $2,9重7.95
????…???。??
??????????????????????? ?
Statement of Current Expenses
For Year Ending December 3I, |9|6, and r9|5
Administration Expenies
Salaries, O飯cers and clerks….
O錆ceexpenses… … ,. ‥ ‥ ‥.
Stationery, Printing and postage
Telegraph and telephone…. , ‥
重9重6
$20,重85.喜2
494.26
2,820.64
4,4○○. 80
重9重5
$9,670.2 I
425・20
2,487.20
3,9重〇・97
Total Administration Expenses… … ….　$27,9OO.82　$I6,493.58
Professional Care of Patients
Salaries and Wages -
Superintendent of Nurses, Assistants
andInstructors‥‥‥ ‥.. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥.
Orderlies‥ ‥. ‥
W紬d Employees
重9重6　　　　重9重5
$重O,825・重4　　$8,877.57
8,43〇・70　　　7,040.80
2,257・53 、　2,07重・03
5,重6〇・44　　　4,483.06
$26,673.8霊　　$22,472.卒
Medical and Surgical Supplies
Apparatus and Instruments ‥
Medical and Surgical Supplies
Alc°hol. Liquors, Wine, etC. ‥
Salaries and Labor
Salaries and Labor
$6,365.44　　$5,348.72
重3,38重.57　　　8,565,57
443・70　　　　4重6.○○
絃Q,重9〇・7重　　$重4,330.29
Out-Patient Department
Visiting Nurses
X-Ray Service
$4,889・26　　$4,重94.75
7,839・90　　　8,7重2.8重
$重2,729.I6　$重2,907.56
$重,26重・34　　$重,I74.○○
3I3・04　　　　263.34
$重,574・38　　$重,437.34
$重,884・43　　$裏,625.43
2,804.53　　　2,246.9I
$4,688・96　　$3,872.34
Total Professional Care of Patients… …　　$65,857.02　$s5,O重9,99
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Department Expense8
Ambulance -
PathoIogical La,boratory -
Salaries and Labor.. ‥
Housekeeping -
Lamdry -
Steward’s Department -
Provisions -
Flo櫨重and Bread‥. ‥ ‥
Milk and Cream‥ ‥ ‥.
Groceries‥‥.‥.‥‥‥
Butter aLnd Eggs‥ ‥ ‥.
Fruit and Vegetables. …
MeaLtS, Poultry and Fish.
重o重6　　　　重9重5
$2,63I. I3　　$2,279.93
2,292.35 ∴∴∴ 2,035・87
$4,923.48　　14,3 I5.80
$6,358.7重　　$4,854.28
228.83　　　　493・7I
$6, 587.54　　$5 ,347.99
$重4,23I.44　　$重重,738.28
|5,7I9.54　　I重,36I.50
$29,950.98　$23,099.78
$7,8重4.99　　$6,830.83
重,865.85　　　重, I64.74
$9,680.84　　$7,995.57
$7,44重.05　　$6,05重.60
重,9IO.3O I ,942・42
$9,35重.35
$393.○○
4,470.06
重6,367.重量
9,770.98
重4,重94・59
重8,43重.95
26,重O重.重8
$7 ,994.02
$696.○○
3,2重〇・7§
I3,694・86
,374.88
重量,063.94
裏2,I9I.89
20,320・77
$89 , 72 8. 87　　$69, 553.09
Total Department Expenses… … …... $宣5O,223.O6　$重重8,3O6.25
/
乙庭
General House and Property Expenses
駁ectric Lighting ‥.
Fuel, Oil and Waste.
Ice Plant
Maintenance, Real Estate, Buildings.
Maintena.nce, Machinery, TooIs. ‥ ‥
Plumbing and Steam Fitting…. ‥ ‥
重9重6　　　　重9重5
….　$8,936.68　　$7,823.75
重7,S33.97　　II,537.7置
I,777.83　　I,295.I8
4,392.82　　　3,368・25
446・07　　　　32〇・30
3,464.23 ∴∴∴ 2,重44・06
重量,979.72　　　8,事39・02
I I ,657.49　　　8,928.80
3,786.73　　　3,687・78
$63,975.54　$47,244・85
Total Operating Expenses… … … … ‥　$3O7,956.44　$237,O64.67
Statement of Current Revenues
For Years Ending De∞mber 3I, [9重6, and [9[S
P轟va七e R○○調Pa七ien七s ‥.
Ward Paying Patients. ‥
Special Nursing. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Amphitheatre and X-Ray.
Out-Patient Depart皿ent.
重9重6　　　　重9重s
$54,309.I9　$50,884・88
重35,252.重2　　|O7,865.I2
36.○○　　　　重8〇・暮6
重8,248・69　　重4,79〇・20
4,924.87　　　4,427・67
I,8重6.5O I,632.8I
7,重64.68　　　5,5重3・29
9,967.57　　　8,849・88
$23重,7霊9.62　$I94,I44.O重
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Report of the General Executive Committee
for the Year 1916
To the Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts Homccopathic
Hospital :
The meetings of the General Exeoutive Committee are held
every Thursday, COmmenCing at one o’dock, and usua’11y occupy
about two hours. When matters pertaining to the Obstetrical,
Orthopedic, Nose and Throat, Eye or Ear departments are
considered, the represeutative of that department is present
as a voting member of the committee.
It is with much satisfa,Ction that we note the increase in the
nun心er of patients treated, due to the transfer of obstetrical
cases from the main hospital to the Robinson Memorial. The
Medical Department has been given increased faci耽ies by this
change, Which are most apparent in the C皿dren’s Depa血ment・
Here the transformation has t)een Phehomenal, and through
the better a,CCOmmOdations provided, With the devoted serv-
ice rendered by Drs. O. R. Chadwell and F. H. MacCarthy
and the nursing sta鰭, the results attained and the outlock are
most encouraging.
The activities of the John C. Haynes Memorial have con-
tinued as in previous years under the faithful service of Dr・
Conrad Wesselhoeft, 2d. During his absence at the Mexican
border with the 8th Mass. Regiment, the service was continued
by the physicians of the sta癒・ The recent epidemic of infantife
paralysis made a demand upon the facilities of this department’
which it very successfully met. The attention given to these
cases by the sta節, aided by Dr. S. A. Clement, Resident Physi-
cian, and the nursing sta缶, COunted grea’tly in the good results
obtained, as Shown in the statistical tables.
Through the generous gift of Mr. Wa11ace F. Robinson・ of
the RobirLson Memorial Hospital, We have a modem and well
equipped matemity department, Whidh holds fourth place
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among the matemity hospitals in this c○untry in the nrmber
of patients treated ammally. This institution has provided
an exce皿ent opporturity for the obstetrical sta魔to give ex-
CePtional care to patients.
The first year in this building has just ended. There was
an increase of 278 patients over the preceding year and a sub-
stantial decrease in the death rate of mothers and babies.
A皿ante-Partem eXaminations are made by the obstetricians
in whose service the patient is to be confined. Post-natal
Clinics have been well a,ttended by mothers and babies. Wasser-
mam tests are made on a11 applicants for admission and on
newly bom infants, in order that appropriate treatment may
be administered.
The growth of the X-Ray Department has been phenomenal.
With the greatly increased accommodations which were re-
Cently a徹)rded, the department is still in inadequate quarfers.
In |9重6 there were 6,875 X-Rays taken, aSagainst 4,576 in I9I5,
Showing an increase of 2,299- or about fifty per cent・
The new Out-Patient Department, With its excellent facili-
ties for the treatment of pa証euts, has grea‘tly increased its
e範ciency, and the number of patients treated is much larger
than in any previous year.
A record of a.ttendance has been kept at the Out-Patien七
Department, giving accurate infomation as to the regularity
of attendance and promptness of the di範嬉ent members of the
Sta紐, and this information has been of much value to the Execu_
tive Committee in making their recommendations for appoint-
ments for the coming year.
Dr. Robert F. Souther has had extended leave of absence,
and is at present stationed with our troops on the Mexica.n
New venereal Disease Department
The transfer of the children to the new Clark Ward in
the Main Hospital, from East Brookline Street, has provided
an opporturity to utilize this property for a department for
Venereal diseases・ In fact, the department would be in opera-
tion now had it not been n∞eSSany tO uSe the building tem-
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POrarily as a domicile for nurses. As soon as these nurses can
be cared for elsewhere the new depart重nent will be put in
Ope章ati°種.
A hospital for the care of these unfortunate su癒erers is a
new departune∴for New England. Patients with venereal
diseases are a mena,Ce tO the community. The scient輸c treat-
ment of these pa.tients, the restra,ining influence of hospital
Care, a Shortening of the period of contagion, and the oppor-
tunity for instructing those a触cted in methods calculated to
PreVent the spread of venereal diseases, are Objects of vital
i皿portance to the community.
Our e鉦uts in cuめing the ravages of venereal diseases should
meet with the approbation of all interested in the social prob-
lem. The Genito-Urinany cliric at our Out-Patient Depart-
ment, in conjunction with the hospital fac址ties a批)rded
men in this new department, Should provide an asylun for
those unfortunate sufferers, unClean and mwelcome, Who have
haocked at the doors of our conventional institutions and have
been denied admittance.
Changes in Sta揮
Dr. Frederick B. Percy, hawing reached the age limit言s
recommended for the position of Consulting Physician.
Dr. George A. Su債a, having resigned, is re∞m皿ended for
the position of Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon.
The following appointments are reoommended :
Dr. O. R. Chadwell and Dr. F. H. MacCarthy, Visiting Phy-
Sicians to the Children’s Departmeut.
Dr. Conrad Wesselhoeft, Visiting Physician, John C. Haynes
Me皿〇五血.
Dr. E. S. Eastman, Assistant Visiting Physidan.
Dr. C. W. Sewall, Assistant Obstetrician.
Drs. W. W. Walker and R. O. Parris, AssistaIlt Nose and
Throat Surgeons.
Dr. Joseph E. Stemberg, Ophthalmic Surgeon pro tem.
Dr. Harry A. Watts, Assistant Ophthalmic Surg∞n PrO tem,
Dr. Elizabeth Ross, Assistant An暴sthetist.
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Out-Patient Department
施療α C協ic: Drs. E. D. Lee, E. S. Eastman, Luther G.
Eas瞭nan.
N宅的OuS C楊符あ: Dr. Alberta S. B. Guibord.
S巌n C揚: Dr. D. G. Plunb.
C3′nαCOlogわal Cあれわ: Drs. Grace Reed, Edm Ave血l.
C巌Zみ鋤’s Clinわ: Dr. C. W. Sewall.
Posi-Na融C巌ic: Dr. George H. Ea血.
Denial C防毒: Dr. W. D. S. Tachjian.
Me海al C枕元: Dr. H. O. Spalding, Dr. Michael Jordan.
0クSOnic α訪ic: Dr. David L. Belding.
C少mnα弱T. J. Guiney.
Retirements
Dr. Frederick B. Percy, Senior physician, having reached
也e age limit, retires from active servi∞ and bas been re∞m_
mended as consulting physician.
Dr. Percy was bom in Bath, Me., WaS graduated from Yale
Co11ege in I877 and from Boston University SchooI of Medicine
in ]88o. Soon after gra,duation he located in Brookline, Where
he still continues to practise medicine.
工n I880 he became instructor in Boston University SchooI
Of Medicine and was professor of Materia Medica from I88]
to I9O9; from that date to his retirement,重9I4, PrOfessor of
Clinical medicine. He was for many years a trus七ee of the
Massachusetts State Sanato心血at Rutland, and he is a mem-
ber of a11 the homccopat址c medical societies and of the Uni_
VerSity Club.
He has been physician on the sta節of our Hospital since ]892
and has held the position of senior physician since I9I4. From
the time when Dr. Percy first entered the Hospital as inteme,
to the present, he has manifested a spirit of eamest zeal and
faithfulness to all the tmsts devoIving upon him. It is with
Sincere regret that we note his transfer to the consulting sta紐.
Through the resignation of Dr. George A. Suffa, the Oph-
thalmic Department loses the active services of its senior
OPhthalmic surgeon. By vote of the General Exeoutive Com.
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mittee he has been re∞mmmded as Consultant Ophthalmic
Surge○n.
Dr. Suffa was bom in Providence, R. I. He was graduated
from the medical department of the State University of Iowa
in I888, from Hahnemam Medical College, P址1adelphia, in
1889, and from the Ophthalmic Hospital Co11ege of New Yo血
in I89I. He is a member of the homceopathic medica,1 societies.
He has recent]y completed twenty-five years’service in the
Out-Patient Department, and has served eleven yea,rs aS OPhthal-
mologist and ophthalmic surgeon at the Main Hospital. He
has manifested great interest in muscular derangements, and
has devised original operations for correcting these defects.
He is the inventor of an ophthalmotrope.
Dr. Su任a retires from active service, in order that he may
devote more time to original resea.rch work upon the eye.
Intemes
It is gratifying to report that we have had a large nunber of
applicants for the position of inteme. We have, therefore,
had greater la七i七ude in selection. We now have fourteen in-
temes, and they are rendering very satisfactory service to the
hospit粗.
The work of the Surgical Department w劃be a調anged so
that greater opportunities for practical experience wi11 be
a節orded intemes.
Two new residents have been appointed during the year,
Dr. Milo C. Green and Dr. Ralph H. Hopkins. They have
SPeCial oversight of the intemes, and assist the sta籍in private
OPerations and in the care of these patients while in the hospital.
The services rendered by the residents have been hig址y satis-
factory to the surgical sta鮪.
Staff Meetings
Two sta節meetings were held during the year 19I6. It is
the plan to have a diversity of s心jects presented for con-
Sideration at these meetings, SO tha,t they may be of equal
interest to a11 the departments of the institution.
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At the meeting of Apri1 5th Dr. Clarence Crane and Dr.
Ralph C. Wiggin presented reports of their three months・
Surgical services, just dosedタand Dr. E. P. Ruggles presented
a deta11ed report of his obstetrical service. A paper, =The
Operation Wound’,, was read by Dr. W. F. Wesselhoeft, and
虹ustrated by charts.
At the mee七ing of October rIth the program was given over
to the Pathological Department, and was as follows:
のInterpretation of Clinical Laboratory Tests,,, by Helmuth
Ulrich, M.D.
=Our Pathological Department and its Possibilities:・ by
W. H. Watters, M.D.
=Reception and Han拙ng of Laboratory Material,・, by
Dr. D. L. Belding.
A甜iation of Medical School and Hospital
It is now the fixed policy of every medical school in this
COuntry tO be cIosely a錦1iated with a good hospital. The rea-
SOn for this is apparent. Physicians and surgeons can be
properly trained only by actually coming into the closest pos-
Sible relation with disease in its various forms.
Again, the hospital must lock to the medical school for its
trained workers’in order that its work may be properly car-
ried on and its e範ciency in healing the sick brought to the
highest possible degree.
Through the courtesy and sanction of the Tmstees, the
Senior students of Boston University SchooI of Medicine have
been admitted for dirical instmction to all departments of
the hospital. Small groups of students are in attendance at
a11 the cli正cs from 9 A. M. until [ P. M., during thirty weeks of
the year. The privilege thus granted by the Trustees makes
it possible for Boston University SchooI of Medicine to o蹄er
COurSeS in clinical instruction in all branches of medicine,
SeCOnd to none in this country.
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End Result System
The end result system ha,S been in use in our hospital for
three years・ Before its inauguration we had no knowledge of
the condition of patients after leaving the hospital: Our im
fomation was s調med up in the following words: reCOVered,
improved, nOt improved, nOt trea,ted, Or died. While such
infomation is important in estimating immediate results, the
greater and more important question of ultimate results re-
mained unanswered.
The method noⅥ「 emPIoyed is to address a questionnaire to
each patient one year after dischange紅on the hospital, ask-
ing for specific details ∞nCeming present health. Those who
do not respond re∞ive a second letter. Failing to hear from
them, We address a letter of inquiry to the family physician.
Patients who report that they have not made a good con-
valescence, Or Su蹄er from symptoms whi'ch were unrelieved by
operation, are requeSted to retun to the hOSPital for exan血a-
tion and futher treatment.
Fron a de丘nite knowledge of the end results, the surgeon
may conclude tha七a certain operation, While relatively safe・
is fouowed by partial relief, While a more radical operation
Produces permanent relief.
To illustrate, a gaStroゼnterOStOmy for stomach ulcer may
be followed by temporary relief, but excision of the ulcer con-
bined with gastro-enteroStOmy Predudes the probab租ity of
cancer and should therefore be done when possible.
The operation of excision of the gau bladder is fo11owed by
more satisfactory end results than simple removal of ga皿一
stones and drainage of the gall bladder.
The choice of operation and the technic empIoyed should
represent an accumulated knowledge, nOt O血y of the immediate
result, but of the procedure best calculated to restore the
patient to pemanent health. A study of end results discIoses
many important facts of vital interest to the patien七・ and gives
the surgeon an intel壌ent understanding of the relative value
Of operative procedures.
This system was first iatroduced in the Surgical Department
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and is now adopted by the Eye, Ear, Orthopedic, Gyn穏COIogical,
and Obstetrical departments. In the Obstetrical Department
the district nurse visits the patients immediately after their
discharge. Excluding patients who are mder the care of a
Private physician, and patients attending post-natal dinics,
She visits the others every month for one year.
It is hoped that the system will cone into use in all the
departments of the hospital. No physician can study the
Subsequent址story of ca,SeS Without gaining much valuable
information, Which should be of inestimable value in the
treatment of future cases.
The attention of the Trustees is respectfully ca皿ed to the
desirability of increased accommodations for private patients.
It frequently happens that every private room is ocoupied.
Many private patients await admission; Others are forced to
OCCuPy beds in the wards and in low-Priced private rooms, Who
WOuld gladly ava.il themselves of better accommodations. We
therefore feel that the most urgent need of the hospital is a
new pawilion for private patients.
The General Executive Committee takes this opportunity to
express its gratitude to the trustees and the sta蛙for their
hearty and generous co-OPeration, and to tha血those who have
O正ered valuable suggestions by which the hospital has profited.
FREDERICK P. BATCHELDER,
W. F. WESSELHOEFT,
HENRY M. PoLLOCK,
J. EMMONS BR重GGS,
EDWARD E. AI.LEN,
α綿e′αl E持eC撮み` α御伽擁ee.
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⑫も的説や
Dr. A. Howard Powers died on May |3, |9|6, aS a reSult
of injuries received in an automobife accident. Dr. Powers was
bom in Sutton, Vt., March 27, 1855, and graduated fron Boston
Uriversity SchooI of Medicine in工885. Soon thereafter he
became aSsoCiated with the school as demonstrator of anatomy
and instmctor in the department of surgery.
For twenty-nine years he served the co11ege and conscientiously
attended surgical and skin cli正cs in the Out-Patient Department.
He was a member of the leading medical societies, and for seven-
teen ycars was medical director and president of the Medical
Mission Dispensary. He is survived by a widow and two sons.
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Robert Dawson Evans
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL RESEARCH AND PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE
The value of t龍s department to our local homceopa.thic
institutions and also to the cause of hom∞OPathy at lange
finds fuller expression eaph year in the variety of problems
PreSented for consideration, in the character of the wo血done
therein, and in the ntmerous evidences of increasing respect
On the part of the profession at large.
Although but four years have ela,PSed since the department
Was SuPpOSed to be thoroug址y equipped, the increasing scope
of the work has ma,de necessary certain changes and improve-
ments in the laboratories and their adjuncts. A new concrete
stmcture for housing animals to be used for research puaposes
has been pla,med to take the pla∞ Of the present inadequate
quarte重s and contracts have been signed for its construction
during the coming sp壷Ig. A new automatic鳩Erigerating
plant and an inctねator∴rOOm have been constmcted in the
pathoIogica1 1証oratory, thus a癒ording largely increased facili-
ties for scient競c investigation. To de紅ay the expense of these
much-needed additions, Our generouS PatrOneSS has given as a
SPeCial血nd the sum of ten thousand dollars・
The developing policies of the department have gradually
血aped its organization, until as at present constituted it seems
best calculated to produce satisfactory results. The present
corps of active associates is most eamest, enthusia‘stic, and
loyal. The work of the several laboratories is we11 co-Ordinated
and collaboration is most hearty and c○mplete. Clinical and
laboratory wok ha,S been extended along practical and re-
search lines.
At the request of their physiciaus, many Patients in critical
condition with obscure symptom complexes have been admitted
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for diagrlOSeS and recommendations as to treatment. In an
endeavor to further the solution of diagnostic problems and to
determine causative factors there have been made in the labo_
ratories many urinalyses, blood counts, bacterioIogical and
SPeCial fll竜d examinations・ Association with the general hospital
makes possible the serv圭ces of the best experts in general and
SPeCial medicine, Who are always available for consulta,tion.
The possibility of批s intensive investigation is much appre-
Ciated by the general pra.ctitioner, and such opportunities
for use餌ness have enlar幹d the variety and scope of our
WO重k.
Original research and clinical observation have been prose-
Cuted along several lines, nOtably upon one hundred and fifty-
Six cases of anterior poliomyelitis, Cared for in the ``West De-
Pa競ment,’’under the direc七ion of the Evans sta鯖, a detailed
report of which is to be published.
The extraordinany advances which in recent years have
been made in the field of immunity, and the close analogy
Which exists between certain problems in homceopa,thy and
general inlmunOIogic principles, have made it seem advisable
to malntaln a department of inmmoIogy as one of the rese紺Ch
units of the Evans Memorial. This department was estal)-
1ished in the fall of |9|6.
During the pas七two years the present director of this de-
Partment, aided by grants from the fu重工ds of the Evans Memo-
rial, has received training in various graduate schooIs and
Centers Of im脚moIo産c research under the direction of a num-
ber of the pioneers and active workers in the field of im調mity.
The depa正ment will have the supervision of the serologic
and other immunity reactions when needed in the study of
Patients in the Evans Memorial, but its important如nction
Wm be that of reseanch in the general field of immunity・
The work now in hand con∞mS itseIf with the serologic and
immunologic aspects of the problem upon which the entire
research sta鱈has decided to co-OPerate, namely, aSthma.
T址s problem was chosen because it fulfi11s a nunber of im-
POrtant Criteria, many Of w龍ch must be imposed upon any
investigation to be undertaken by an insti血tion of limited re-
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SOur∞S. It is of g紬eral i調tereSt and o瑠ers points of attack for
a11 of the members of the research sta臆in their several diversi-
fied specialties. There is abundant material. The eady work,
at least, need not too seriously strain the equipment of the in-
stitution, and it is within the capab班ties of the sta癒. There
is an obvio壷necessity for extensive and co-Ordinated classi-
ficatory蟹tioIogic and therapeutic studies upon the disease.
A considerable part of the gromdwo確of the techrics that
W劃be applicalJle as means of approach to the problem has
been we皿esta.bH血ed in expe血nental usage. Many phases
Of the subject are susceptible of ve轟丘catory experimentation
upon arimals - an eXtremely important consideration.
The depar"tment Of im脚moIogy will investigate the subject
Of protein (animal, Vegetable, and bac七erial) hypersensitive・
ness as it is related, in degree and specificity, in a3tioIogy and
thera,Py, to aSthma.
During the past year two studies were ccmpleted in the
PathoIogical section. One of these is the detem竜nation of the
PrOgnOStic value of the percentage of youthfu1 1eukocytes in
the circulating blood in infectious diseases causing leukocy-
tosis. This is an extension of work previously done in this
department on the prognostic value of the relation between
the total leukocyte increase a,nd the neutrophil percenta,ge.
The other investigation was begun at the request of Drs.
Pouock and Richa,rdson, and is an evaluation of several methods
Of endy specific therapy of acute anterior poliomye聯s. One
hundred and twenty cases are included in this study. They
are divided in five groups, One Of which served for control and
received no treatment. The o血ers were given convalescents’
Se即m Or nOrmal serum intraspinously, Were reinjected wi血their
OWn SPinal fluid, Or Were trea.ted with repea七ed withdrawal of
SPinal fluid. The results obtained are to be pub勝hed at an
ea血y date.
Several highly interesting studies of cases血at came to the
Evans Memorial for investigation are in preparation, and it is
hoped will be released in a short time.
The laboratory study of tuberculosis from the standpoint of
awian infection was continued. Wo血was confined chiefly to
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the blood changes, histological’PhysioIogical’and pathological
in we皿and tuberculosis birds.
A preliminary statistical study of the prevalence of syph通s
in matemity patients was begun.
The study of the standardization of the chemical procedures
used for diagnostic puaposes has been prosecuted in the chem-
ica=aboratory, but the results obtained up to the present
time are not of su範cient scope or defiriteness to wa調ant
Publication. The arsenic study has been temporarily discon-
tinued, but w劃possibly be resumed during the coming year
by the aid of outside collaboration. A study of vital function
tes七s has b∞n Outlined and a portion of the preliminany wo血
accomplished. Owing to the i11ness both of the director of the
department and of the laboratory assistant in whose hands
lay a portion of the technical work, the progress of the investi-
gation has been seriously impeded. It is hoped, however, that
the coming year win see this work thoroug址y established and
that the study wi11 yield de丘nite positive results.
Our research library has, by the acquisition of valuable
books and jounals, Americin and foreign, grOWn tO SuCh pro-
POrtion that it has become necessary to insta皿a librarian, Who
by her e鯖ciency has greatly added to the usefulness of this
most ne∞SSary adjunct to the work of the department.
The = Free Public Health Talks " have become widely kno同調
md deservedly popular. During the season I9重5-I9I6 twenty-
Six lectures were given, and a like nrmber have been arranged
for and are being delivered during the season for I9I6-I9[7.
Attendance upon these lectures has been excellent and the ap-
PreCiation evinced by the aru超ences has been most encouraging・
It is vital that young physicians who are educationa11y and
temperamenta11y qual遣ed for research wo血should find op-
Portunities for development along lines prepa血g them for
life work in the great co支出ict against disease. To this end
Certain funds at our disposa,1 are being conserved in order that
We may Seoure advan∞d teaching whenever and wherever it
O癒ers. Development in this direction w孤be a realization of
Certain ideals of the founders of the Evans Memorial.
Such is an out龍oe of the activities of your DEPARTMENT OF
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CLIN重CAL RESEARCH AND PREVENT重VE MEDIC重NE during the
Past year and of its plans for the future. It would seem that
justification of its existence has been fully demonstrated, and
its inprovement and maintenance on a high level must be the
∞nStant and eamest concem of all those engaged in the ad-
miristra竜on of this great endowment.
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Report of PathoIogist of Main Hospital
It is my privilege to present the fo1lowing report of the work
Of the Department of Pathology of the Hospital for the year
重9工6.
The year just passed has been even more busy than those
PreCeding on account of the fact that there has been a nctable
increase in those examinations requiring for their perfomance
a large amount of time.
Subsequent to my letter to your board in ]9I5 yOu relieved
me of the routine work in the West Department and in the
Robinson Memorial, at the same tine c○nsiderably amplifying
it in those places・ There the work has been most satisfactorily
Perfomed mder the guidance of Dr. Belding・ In spite of
this relief, however, a Study of the accompanying tal)1e will
demonstrate that the tine req血ed of the laboratory sta繕is
greater than ever before. If any one thing might be singled
Out for partioular notice it would be the increased degree of
Personal interest manifested by your board in the actual work
Of the laboratory. More of your members have visited this
department during the past twelve months than have been
there during the entire範een years of my previous occupancy
Of the position of pathologist. This has been most gratifying
and is・ I believe, a manifest of the increa’Sed spirit of co-OPeration
SO eVident in a11 departments of the hospital drring the past
Among the increases in actual work perfomed may be
mentioned the more cIose relation between the laboratory and
the children,s department instituted during the year. This re-
Sulted in much more accurate knowledgeねout many cases and
much greater e飴ciency in intelligent and successful treatment.
Never in the history of the hospital has so much stress been
Pla∞d on blood examinations・ The past year has also come
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nearer than any other to that desirable goal of the last few
years-a rOutine Wassermarm test for all new house ca,SeS as
they enter. Many such have provided the solution for some
of our most trying and intricate cases in the months just ended.
A nunber of gradr融e students have been given courses
in the laboratory, While all the members of the Senior Class of
the Medical School have spent not less than eighty hours each
in actual attendance and wo血u This last is’Of course’entirely
additional to the regular instruction given to the students by
the school.
The sma]1 room adjoining the anphitheatre, Where∴rapid
pathoIogical dia,gnOSeS of frozen sections can be given during
the course of operations, ha,S been more extensively used than
ever before and is worthy of still further amplification.
If any suggestions conceming the comjng yea,r might be
made they would be along the line of a more cIose co-OPeration
between this department and the other parts of the hospital,
Particulady in the line of dia,gnOSis. The nature of the work
is so hig址y specialized that it is often possible for the pathoIogist
When acquainted with the clinical aspect of a given case to
inteapret the pathoIogical findings better than one not accus-
tomed to exclusive study in that particular line.
The sincere thanks of the department is extended to Dr.
Pollock for much advice and encouragement as we11 as many
PerSOnal and professional courtesies.
The unusual faith餌ness and ab址ty of Dr. Elizabeth Ross,
assistant pathologist in all but name, Dr. Wa調en Shields, and
Miss Edith Leahy are here given glad recognition.
Summaty of Work Performed in the PathoIogical
Laboratory
Clinical Examinations
BIood counts
Wもsser皿ann reaCtions
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Gonococcus c○mplement fu趨tion tests...
Purulent discharges
Gastric analysis
Cerebro-SPinal fluid
Aspirated fluids
Lumbar punctures
Guinea pig inooulations
Coagulation time tests
Eye‥..‥‥
Ear‥..‥.‥
Nose‥‥...
Tongue‥. ‥
Lip……..
Parotid gland
血rynx...‥
Sもomach ‥ ‥
Appendix ….
Intestine ‥ ‥
Gall bladder.
Kidney‥. ‥
Bladder. ‥ ‥
P調state ‥ ‥
Tissue Examination§
……　S Testicle.‥...‥‥…
……　重　Vagina..‥.‥‥..…
……　3　UteⅢS..‥‥..‥..‥
……　3　Uterus,endometrium.
……　9　Fallopiantube……,
:∴ :詮議㌫壷∴・
……　7　Lymphnode…...…
…　57　Thyroidgland……,
……　23　Skin……………,
……　40　Bone……………音
……　9　Miscdlan∞uS‥.‥‥
……　4　Frozensections…‥,
……　重8
Therapeutic Inoculations
Vaccine injections (esti皿ated)… … ….... …
Sa,lvarsan injections
Intraspinous injections
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W. H. WA調ERS,
PaIhologi丸
?????????????????????。???????
?
Report of PathoIogist of the John C. Haynes
Memorial, Jennie M. Robinson Memorial,
and Out-Patient Department
I present the fo皿owing report upon the pa血ological wo血
during the yea,r |9|6 at
(重) Robinson Memorial Hospital.
(2) Out-Patient Department.
(3) Haynes Memorial Hospital.
In view of the fact that this report covers the first year,s
PathoIogical work in three separate丘elds, tWO Of which, the
Haynes Memorial and the Out-Patient Department, Were to
all practical purposes new territory, and in that respect ex-
Perimental’it is perhaps well to consider each department
SeParately.
LABORATOR重ES.一The work of the Out-Patient Department
and Robinson Memorial wa.s carried on in a small, Well-equipped
laboratory situated in the basement of the Robinson Memorial.
Modem conveniences for doing routine laboratory work and
accommodatiens for two persons were provided. The labora-
tory at the Haynes Memorial was less satisfa,CtO血y equipped,
and w虹soon require certain improvements.
AssISTANTS. - During the first six months the entire routine
WO血e was ca.rried on by the pathoIogist alone. Owing to
PreSSure Of the work a technician, Miss Helene G. Jaqulth, WaS
PrOVided for the Robinson Laboratory. She has proved of
increasing aid, eSPeCia11y in typewriting reports, and in the
la,boratory technique of preparmg material for pa七hoIogical
exa重昂na償on.
ExAMINATIONS AND TESTS. -During the year　|9|6 the
total m血oer of pa.thoIogical, ba,CterioIogical and serological
exarfu南ons were as follows :
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Robin$On Memorial‥ ‥.
Out・Patient Department.
Haynes Memorial ‥ ‥ ‥
…‥.‥　I,876
……‥　重,376
……‥　3,035
Robinson Memorial
The type of laboratory examinations required by a mater-
血ty hospital differs in several respects fron the routine pro-
cedure of labora七ory work in a general hospital. Especial
emphasis is lald upon Wassemam tests, uranalyses・ Vaginal
smears, analyses of breast mi此, eye SmearS and faces from
babies, blood counts, blood cultures and autopsies on stillbom
bal)ies, inclurfrog examination of placent蟹・ In general other
laboratory tests are Subsidiary to those dealing particularly
with mother and child. The success of a matemity lわoratory
depends upon the proper interpreta’tion of findings by the
obstetricians, and e癒orts have been made to fomulate the
results of the Iaboratory examinations, eSPeCially milk analyses,
wassermanns and eye smears, so that they may be of direct
service dirica11y.
FuTURE WoRK. - The interests of the Robinson Memorial
may best be served by a definite routine labora’tory ProCedure,
in respect to Wassermanns・ blood counts・ Vaginal smears and
milk analyses. A system of routine exaninations on every
house patieut becomes operative on Ja伽ary |s七・ I9工7. On the
basis of the number of patients ad壷tted in 19I6 these tests
win approximate 6,OOO.
RESEARCH WoRK. -Two lines of resean血‘have been
fo皿owed :
(.) SMhilis. - A study of syphilis in pregnancy based upon
routine Wassermam tests on both mother and child・ luetin
tests, Placental examinations and autopsies of stillbom infants
has been started.
(2)脇l烏・ -An inquiry into the relative value of ∞rtain
chemical and microscopical findings in mother,s milk and their
clinical interpretation has been underta‘ken. A more rapid
method than the Bal)COCk of detemriing the fat content of
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milk was wo血ed out during |9r6, Whereby the usual time of
Perfom竜ng this test was reduced three qua競ers.
Out-Patient Department
The laboratory is a necessary adjunct to any Out-Patient
Department. Its work is misce11aneous and varied, Since it
necessarily deals with all branches of medicine. The servi∞S
Of the laboratory are becoming more and more in demand in
Our Out-Patient Departme調t. Its growth, naturally sIow, Will
be steady, and in time may reach proportions unappreciated
at the present time. A gain of r5 Per Cent in the amount of
WOrk during the last six months of |9{6 indica,teS that increas-
ing use is being made of the laboratory by the clinical physi-
Cia,nS. The quantity of work depends directly upon the phy-
SicianS Who order the laboratory examinations, and indirectly
upon the nunber of patients treated. As a rule the younger
Physicians dema.nd more laboratory tests than the older prac-
titioners, and certain departments require more than others.
At present the laboratory can do little more than successfully
meet the new requirements of a growing institution.
SYPHILIS. - A greater nrmber of Wassermam tests for the
PuapOSe Of diagnosis should be made at the Out-Patient De-
Partment. A皿cases showing the slightest suspicion of syph班s
Should be sent to the laboratory.
The laboratory can be of assistance in ferreting out syph-
ilitic families. In several instances during the past year, after
diagnosing syph虹s in an out-Patient, the disease has been
tra,Ced to other members of the fa壷ly, Who had no definite
Clinical symptoms. By esta胱shing in comection with the
Social Service Depa請ment a follow-uP SyStem for all syph-
ilitics, the Wassermarm test will undoubtedly uncover many
unknQWn CaSeS requiring treatment. Such work is of great
importance inasmuch as the bene丘t of the pu批c health and
the prevention of disease is concemed.
Supplementing such work, Printed instmctions conceming
precautions against the spread of the disease necessary to be
Observed by syph虹tics, eSPeCially those su節ering frcm op弧
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記sio鳩’chould be distributed to every positive case from the
laboratory or fro皿the proper clinics.
Haynes Memorial
Naturany the type of diseases treated at a contagious disease
hospital renders the laboratory work primarily bacterioIogical
and seroIogical rather than pathological, but ample opportunity
is presented at the Haynes Memorial for the development of
a皿three dasses.
FuTURE WoRK. - Two factors are requisite for the develop-
ment of laboratory work at the Haynes Memorial, (|) a better
equipped laboratory, and (2) the empIoyment of an assistant.
Any hospital which treats l,24[ Pa’tients in one year chould
have the services of a we皿equipped and properiy regulated
laboratory. The pathoIogist, OWing to the demands of the
Robinson Memorial狐d the Out-Patient Department, Can
devote but a portion of each day to the work. To adequately
Perfom a皿necessary laboratory work would require the addi-
tional servi∞S of an assistant similar to the one now empIoyed
at the Robinson Memorial. Under present conditions the
Pathologist can probaldy accompli丸during the coming year,
at a maximum, about 4,OOO eXamina,tions, |,OOO mOre than in
I9重6. With the help of a technician in a wen equipped lねo-
ratory between two and three tines that amount can be
pe轟o調ed.
RESEARCII WoRK. - The fouowing血es of research wo血
Were PurSued drring the past year:
(1) Dゆhiheク宛. - A statistical study of diphtheria cultures
as a guide to dinical diagnosis’based upon the hospital and
laboratory records of past years, has been camied on.
(2) A海e毒oγ Po放myeあ轟. -Between September重St and
January Ist, Dr. Helmuth Ulrich, reSearch associate at the
Evans Memorial’Ca壷ed on a detalled investigation relative
to the §Pinal fluids and to me血ods of treatment by intraspinous,
Subcutan∞uS and other injections upon |OO CaSeS Of infantile
Paralysis・ The results of this work are now in process of
OO皿p追a缶on.
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Statistical Summary fbr 1916
PathoIogical Examinations
SeroIogical Examinations
Negative… … ‥ , ‥
Indetem血ate.. ‥. ‥
To譲…………..‥
Gonorrhea fixation‥ ‥ ‥.
Wid記.,……....‥‥..
Cutaneous T. B. test‥...
Vaccine treatments ‥ ‥..
Spinalfluids. ‥..‥ ‥‥.
Schicktests.‥‥‥‥. ‥.
T〇七社.‥.………‥.
l Vaccine treatments under也e Out.Patient Department were glV蟻n m
也e Opsonic Clinic.
5I
????
?????????
????????
?。。???
B acterioIogical Examinations
Smears一
Va料n社..…‥.‥.‥
Ureth重al‥‥.‥ ‥ ‥.
Eye…‥.‥‥‥‥‥
Wound‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Nose amd throat‥ ‥.
Local infections …. ,
Cultures -
Nose amd throat. ‥ ‥
Wo調d‥..‥‥.‥‥
Eye…‥‥‥‥‥.‥
Local infections. ‥ ‥
Vag血aL.…‥‥‥‥
BIood cultures‥.‥. ‥ ‥.
Guineapig tests. ‥. ‥ ‥.
Tests on sterile material
amd instruments in de-
1ivery rooms and nur-
Se調eS‥.‥.....‥‥‥.
T〇七al‥‥‥‥.‥‥.
DAVID L. BEL。ING,
Paきholog寂.
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Treasurer,s Annual Report
Balance Sheet - December 3O, I9I6
AssEでS
Real esta七e
Collamore Fund
Sunny Bank Home investments ‥
Evans Fund No. I invest,mentS‥.
Evans Fund No. 2 investments. ‥
Evans Fund No. 3 investments…
Evans Special Fund investments..
Clark Fund investments
Grandin Fund investments
Prepaid insurance, Evans Building.
Accrued interest on bonds
Superintendent
Due on account of Clark Ward.
与4
Free Bed Funds
Sumy Bank Home
West Dep如tmeut reserve
Clark Fund inc°me
Robinson Fund income
$8 I 8,924.56
470,977.42
279,255・09
重7重,25〇・〇〇
2○○,7重2.50
53,247・50
99,978.75
重OO,566・25
49 ,66o.○○
60 ,〇〇〇.○○
I2 ,042・25
8 ,〇〇〇.○○
3 ,0○○ ●○○
4,36重.49
重87.50
227.92
5〇〇・〇〇
I O6.96
33,重54・重3
$2,366,重52.32
$重,533,38置.42
352,743・重重
407,962.52
5重,754.67
3,769.59
重2,950.46
ま,308.35
I,282.20
$2,366,重52.32
Receipts and Disbursements
Balan∞ O書Cash on hand January I, I9賞6‥ ‥ ‥
Receipts
Receipts on account of P血cipal -
Lega儀es -
Estate of Calanthe E. Marsh -
Cash....‥‥..‥‥.‥‥‥.
Bonds…………..‥.‥‥
Sもocks………….,‥‥‥
$4,000.○○
5,680.○○
6,968.5o　$重6,648.5o
Estate of Helen Collamore -
Ca血…………………. $2I重,383.98
Stocks ∴… … … … … …　I,O60.92∴eI2メL44.9O
Estate of David B. Flint. ‥. ‥
Esta七e of E皿脇Pa血.‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Free Beds -
Estate of Arma. E. Smith…. 。i
Estate of Almena J. Flint鵜
Cash………………….
S七〇cks..‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Estate of Mary Shamon -
Cash‥‥‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥‥
Stock.....‥.‥...‥‥‥‥
Estate of Ma,ria M. Browne‥ ‥
Estate of Joha T. Siders… ‥ ‥
Mrs. Henry C. Tha,Cher….. ‥
Estate of Helen Co11amore‥ ‥.
Do寄a儀ons -
Mrs. MariaA. Evans. ‥. ‥. ‥
Wa11ace F. Robinson‥... ‥. ‥
Securities sold and matured‥ ‥
Jamaica Plain land‥. … … ‥
Accrued interest on bonds ‥. ‥
Collamore Fund - for Sinking
Fund…………‥…….
Sunny Bank Home-from es-
tate David B. Flint. ‥. ‥. ‥
A持oα能書○○γ′養d♪′のαγd... ‥ ‥.
5き
$5重,323.66
重,25O.OO
374・○○
5 ,ooO.○○
$845.○○
5,655 ・○○　　6, 500.○○
$4,288〇〇〇
5,7I2.OO IO,OOO.OO
5,○○O.oo
5 ,0〇〇・〇〇
5 ,000.○○
20,000.○○
50,〇〇〇.○○
75,o〇〇 ・ 00
57,2o重・53
25・00
4,57〇・40
287.5o
I,364.05　475,665.88
$5露6,989. 54
Amouni bγ0αghタカタ雄′aγd.. …. ‥
Receipts on account of Income -
Interest on bonds.‥.. ‥. ‥ ‥.
Dividends on stocks‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Rent of Adams House‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Interest on mortga,geS. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Interest on baI]k balances. ‥. ‥
Donations -
Russell S. Codman‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
R.H.Steams&Co.‥...‥‥.
Boston Society of the New
Jeru掲Iem‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥.
$20,705.7o
5)重95・25
5 ,〇〇〇 ・ 〇4
7,784.62
945.重I　$39,630.72
$75.○○
3○○● ○○
重75.○○
I.W. Chick… ……… … …　　　重OO.OO
March G. Bermett. … … … ‥　　　IOO.OO
T・ L. 0’B玉en……… … ….　　25.○○
EleanorJ. Clark‥…. ‥ …. ‥
Patient of Dr. Wesselhoeft…..
Melrose Hom∞OPathic Aid As-
SOCぬ七ion.‥‥.‥..‥‥‥..
Mrs. PaulPeters‥ ‥‥ ‥‥.‥
Miscellaneous -
Estate of Abby W. Pearson. …
Estate of Joseph P. Paine‥. ‥
Estate of Hden Collamore. ‥ ‥
Damagetopost. ‥.‥‥‥‥..
Estate of Almena J. Flint…. ‥
Income of Special Funds -
EvansFund No. I‥ ‥ ‥
Evans Fund No. 2‥ ‥ ‥
Evans Fund No. 3‥ ‥ ‥
Evans Special Fund… ‥
ClarkFund..… …‥ ,.
山轟ngFund.‥‥ ‥‥‥
Grandin Fund.‥‥ ‥ ‥.
2○○.○○
5〇・〇〇
置62.62
25.○○　　重,2重2.62
$重○○.○○
重,603.35
2,2○○.○○
2・9o
重95・○○　　4,重O重・25
….　$4,550.○○
… ・　　4,07°・重5
‥ ‥　　重,27I・重2
… ・　　3,○○0・○○
280.○○
42〇 ・〇〇
I 5〇・〇〇
$52 6,989. 54
Co11amore Fund… ‥ $2,O85.42
Less amount re-
served to retire
Premium paid for
bonds……….　287.50　　重,797.92
Robinson Fund… … … … …　　5,I7O.2O　20,7O9.39　6s,653.98
A桝〇秒徹れα諦ed jb州的αγd … … ‥　　　　　　　　　　　$592,643.52
与6
A脇0鋤きbγ0αg海fo棚のγd‥ … ‥.
Receipts on account of Income (co寂.) -
Income from Real Estate -
Hotel Newton‥. … ‥. ‥ ‥
6I Ea.st Newton Street‥. ‥
67 Ea.st Newton Street. ‥ ‥
69 East Newton Street‥ ‥.
Receipts from Superintendent -
MainHospital. ‥ ‥‥. ‥ ‥
‥　$3,075.70
重5〇・〇〇
334・重O
254・00
‥ $重74,695.55
……‥　5I,626.63
… … ‥　　5,397・44
‥. … ‥　　2,4I4・88
Sumy Bank Home Income‥. ‥ ‥.
Disbursements
Disbursements on account of Principal -
Securities purchased‥. …….. ‥
Securities received -
Estate of Helen Conamore... ‥　$I,O60.92
Estate of Mary Shannon … …　　5,7重2.OO
Estate of Calanthe E. Marsh‥. I2,648.5O
Estate of Almena J. Flint… …　　S,85O.OO
Wallace F. Robinson. ‥ ‥.. ‥.
New Matemity Budding. ‥ … ‥
Permanent improvements ‥ …. ‥
Perma,nent improvements at West
Department (charged to West
Department Reserve) ….. ‥ ‥
Jamaica Plain land-taXeS. ….. ‥
Improvements to real estate -
675AlbanyStreet. ‥.‥. ‥.‥
67I AlbanyStreet. ‥.‥ ‥‥‥
Prepaidinsurance. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Mortgage 69 East Newton St., Paid
Accnled interest on bonds‥... ‥
FrancesF. Mann‥.‥‥‥‥ ‥‥
$290,7IO.○○
$592 ,643. 52
234,重34・5〇
・重,809.53
$832,40重.35
75,〇〇〇・〇〇 I○○,27重・42
3o,35〇・77
8,362・重5
重重,443・重5
7I5.56
$5,672.55
26重.○○　　5,933・55
2,587・32
5,I〇〇・00
3,904・58
3,750.○○ $463,I28.50
Disbursements on account of Income -
Generalexpenses… … … … …　$8,5O9.52
Legal expenses… … … … … ‥　　　240-OO
工nsurance… … … … … … ….　4,I63・95
Amoα励`α′帝ed♪州的α′d‥. ‥ ‥.
与7
$476,04重.97
A桝0鋤待γ0雛g加jb′砂αγd … ‥ ‥.
Disbursements on account of Income (co綿の-
EvansFunds‥..‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Cla重kFu寄d.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Accouut of Clark Ward… ‥... ‥
Account of donation of I. W.
Chick...‥‥‥‥.‥‥..‥‥.
Annuities -
Helen Wheelock. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Elizabeth J. Wheelock. … … ‥
R. W. Morville, Jr.. … … ‥..
Rea,1 estate expenses -
H〇七elNew七〇n… ‥…… ‥..
6重East Newton Street‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
63 East Newton Street… ‥. ‥
65 EaLSt Newton Street‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
67 East Newton Street‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
69 East Newton Street. ‥. ‥ ‥
669-67| Albany Street. ‥ ‥. ‥
675 Albany Street. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
272 Allston Street‥.. ‥‥ ‥ ‥
Interest a1lowed Sumy Bank
Ho皿e.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥
$4,O重6.24 “
重60.○○
重O6.96　‡4,283.20
4量・50
$重○○.○○
賞○○.○○
60o.○○
$476,04重.97
$3,2重9.62
置3重.o9
重O3.08
297.83
89.08
283.52
重46.重9
2 76. 53　　4, 546.94
まo3.重6
548.86　重O,423.66
Payments to Superi。tendent -
Ma血Bu連ding… … … … … ‥ $244,重89.68
Less adjustmeut of ove血ead
血狐geS..‥.‥‥‥.‥.
Pet七ycash…….‥ ‥ ‥ …
West Department… …. ‥
Add ove血ead changes.. ‥
Evans Building… ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Add ove血ead charges‥ ‥
Evans accounts‥... ‥ ‥ ‥.
Robinson Buildiag ove血ead
changes…...‥‥..‥‥.
Su皿y Ba櫨k鱒o皿e. ‥ ‥ ‥.
B雪混血ce...‥‥.‥‥‥
.　7,322.4o $236,867.28
2,重7重・22
. $ゼ,85重.58
2,872.80　45,7嚢4.38
. $I5,805.65
56重.60　重6,367.25
2,938.3重
3,888.○○
5,028.3重　3重2,984.75
32 ,95〇・97
$832,4o重.35
与8
Combined General Income and Principal Account
Dr.
Deficit of the Hospital -
Main Hospital … … $64,342.95
Evans Building… …　7,O92.24
$7重,435.裏9
Expenses, insurance, an-
nuities… …… ….重9,4OO.65
$9o,835.84
Income deficit brought
down… … … … ‥ $39,75|.03
Permanent improve-
皿en七s…………‥　8,362.重5
FraLnCeS F. Mann… …　3,750.OO
West Department Re-
Se重Ve… … … … …　　5,54〇・90
Resources increased 359,5IO.o2
$4重6,9重4.重O
Cr.
工nc○me…… … …... $5重,084.8重
Balancedown …… ‥　39,7SI.O3
$90,835.84
Legacies… … … … ‥$23O,7重7.4O
FreeBeds… ………　56,500.○○
Donations… ‥. … … I25,OOO.OO
Sunny Bank Home ….　832.25
Profit and loss … … ‥　　754.6o
Clark Fund income ….　I2O.OO
Evans Fundincome…. I,7O7.65
Robinson Fund income l,282.2O
$4重6,9重4.重O
Bos重oN, January ll. 1917
We the undersigned, Finance Committee of the Massachusetts Hom∞-
OPathic Hospital, have caused the foregoing account to be audited under
the direction of William Franklin Hall' eXPert aCcountantl Who reports
the same correct and propedy vouched. The Committee ha.s examined
the securities in the hands of the Treasurer and finds them as ca,lled for
br the auditing expert.
(Signed)　　　　　　　　　　　EzRA H. BAKER,
CHARしES F. DowsE,
HENRY S. GREW,
」持場α桝ce Cb肋肋細e
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Free Beds
During the first six years of the Hospitalタany PerSOn, by
Paying one thousand do11ars to the Permanent fund, COuld
SeCure the lifc use of a free bed. Eight such free beds were
established. But it was found that the income of the sum
thus paid was only su餓cien=o sustain the bed a few weeks
in each year; and’though the Trustees did not fear any es-
Sentia1 1oss to the Hospital from this source, yet they thought
it would be more satisfactory to a肝to make the cost of the
bed nea一・ly sufficient to meet the expenses of it for the time
OCCuPied. Accordingly言n I877言t was so arranged tllat any
PerSOn WhO PayS One thOuSand dollars may have the life use
Of a free bed three months in cvery year; tWenty-five hun-
dred do11ars entitles the donor to the life use of the bed all
the time; and five thousand dollars establishes a permanent
free bed which may always be kept occupied by the donor, and
Which the Hospital shall be bound to maintain after his de-
CeaSe; Or it may be given in-mediately to the Hospital for its
Permanent uSe) under such name as may be designated and
arranged.
An annual §ubscription of one hundred and fifty dollars
entitles the donor to the uSe Of a free bed for six months in
the year. Temporary free beds may be secured, tO be used
at any time within one year) at the regu]ar hospital rates, tO
the full amount of the sum paid. The plan enables anyone
to own a free bed to the full amount which he may con-
tribute or obtain’by subscription or otherwise, for the Hospital.
By the tems of tl-e grant Of one hundred and twenty thou-
Sand dollars from the State’the Trustees agree to maintain
at least twenty free beds in the Hospital.
6o
List of Permanent Free Beds, Jan. 1st,′ 1917
寵と詑錯誤諸二二: ∵ ∵ ∵
E9tate O( Miss M. E. C. White.....
Mrs. Valeria G. Stone‥.. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Estate of S. N. Stockwe11........ ‥
藍:藍㌔蕊:∴∴:∵
喜怒蕊慰鵠嵩震∵::::::
Estate of Mrs. Ella F. Roehl... ‥..
Mrs. Rebecca B. Warren… … ….
Mrs. E.S.Converse‥‥‥..‥....
Estate of Mrs. Cath. H. Wild‥.. ‥
Estate of Mrs. Caぬ. P. Pe章瞳n9‥..
驚態輩I容認豊藍諾聴蕊等雪
空結鴬意怨霊誓∴ :∴ :
欝B架膚藍灘・轟壷:
from the estate of Caroline H.
S亡anwood‥..‥.‥‥..‥‥..‥
蓋露盤離誌言
Fund..‥..‥.‥‥‥.‥..‥.‥
Estate of Mrs. Clara A. Thacher‥.
Charles Herbert Watson..‥.. ‥ ‥.
Esぬte of Ge○「ge O. Smith‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Ann Bamard Warren Free Bed, hom
estate of HaI竜et F. Wa富ren.. ‥..
Estate of Charles E. French‥.....
藍蕊畿譜諾盤誓士
藍盤旋盤露語∵二:∵
Estate of Dr. Ouver Henry Amold..
Costello C. Converse... ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
M. IdaConverse‥‥.....‥.‥...
Nurses’Alumna3Assoc. ‥ ‥. ‥. ‥.
Estate of Benjamin Leeds... ‥.. ‥
IsaacW.Chick..‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥
EstateofAnnie E. Smith.‥.‥.‥
室篤く譜鮭器忠霊誓雪上
認諾3罷認諾嵩霊: ∵ ∵
Estate of John T. Sideris‥.. ‥. ‥.
窯業露蒜葦空言;
Mi93 Ha,mah M. Weld, Jamaica
P血in..‥‥‥...‥.‥‥.‥‥‥.
富homa§ F. Rich紳d§on,重3 Ar櫨ng-
tonStreet.‥.………...‥.‥
Miss EIIen Steams‥. ‥‥.‥.‥‥C ・。蒜盤謡悪罵詰干草?
恕盛謹‡鐸盤古
鐸タ　怒
Jan.,　重896
Dec.,　重896
Dec.,　重896
轟i,蔀
怒,9・薫
‡露’護
認整題国
籍葦:欝
統
轄霊;器
麟…弓
罵芸㌍器
Aug. 9,裏9重7
0ぐt. 2重,章9重7
Dec. 26, |9霊7
Jan.,　重87重
Sept ,　重87重
凝:轟
粒23,薯
Dec.書8,重9○○
6重
????????? ???
? ? ‥ ? ??
???
Donations for 1916
Mr. March G. Bennett‥. ‥
Miss A. C. Burrage… … …
Miss Nellie Ca,rter… …. ‥
Mr. IsaacChick‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Mrs. C. C. Converse. ‥. ‥ ‥
Miss Eleamor Clark.. ‥ ‥ ‥
Mrs. S. H. Chapin, Jr.… …
Dr.C.Crane.‥.‥..‥‥‥
Mr. A. F. Estabrook‥ ‥. ‥
Mrs. A. Pierce Smith….. ‥
Mrs.E. Smith.‥‥‥‥‥‥
The Old Comer Book Store.
Mrs. Warren Childs. … ‥..
Mrs. Charles Smith. ‥ ‥. ‥
Mr. Thomas L. O,Brien‥ ‥
Miss Mangaret Dodd.. … ‥
Esther and Richard A励eck.
Dr. J. E. Stemberg. ‥..
Mrs. James Bracken‥..
Mrs. Record‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
M誌.R儀d‥.‥‥‥‥‥
Mrs. George G. Sears‥ ‥
Mr. J. F. McNe遭.‥ ‥ ‥
Mr. Chase E. Stratton‥.
Mr. G∞rge W. Todd‥.
……..…………….$重○○
……… … ….Flowe重s
……………………$重○○
………………….Flowers
…………….…..‥.$2○○
……… …… ,Flowers
ll
ll
くく
… … … … … ‥..Magazines
ll
Flowers
……………・"……‥$25
…………… …Flowers
… … … … … Picture Cards
……………  W血edCh社章
Pictures
………………..….B○○ks
… … … … … ….Champagne
……………………‥$25
…・.………..….Magazines
.臆… … … ….Picture and Bust
l … … … … ・ ・ ‥Protectogr坤h
Boston Branch Needlework Gu孤d … ・ 82 Pieces cIoth and linen
Mrs. J. E. Anderson.
Dr. Eliza B. Cahil..
Mr. Leon Weener∴.
Mrs. Arthur P. Fiske
Miss Theobald‥ ‥.
Mrs. Chalifaux
. Christmas Cards
…………$○○
… … …Fまowe重s
.$25
. Do皿s, tOyS and underwear
Mrs. C. P. Faunce.
Chase & Sanbom..
Mr. Warren C. Hill.
… … ‥6do虹s
. $25
..$5
Mr. George H. Cha,Pin… ‥ ‥
Mr. Henry R. Comley‥ ‥ ‥.
Estate of Miss Hearsey ‥ ‥ ‥
Miss Mary F. Green‥ ‥ ….
Dr. CharlesLeeds. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
………… ……Flowe重s
… ‥ Funiture and fumi血ings
…‥"…………6 Paint血gs
…………………‥Belts
Mrs.P.McIlod.‥‥‥‥‥‥..‥
MissEdithM.Gibbs‥ ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥
M重.J.Wing………‥.‥‥.…
Mrs. W. N. Farwell. ‥ ‥.
Mrs. Charlotte E. Cooper
Mrs.W.A. Nye.‥‥‥‥
M鰐. J. L. G翻血髄皿‥. …
… …. Magazines
… … Scrap-books
… … … ‥B○○ks
… … ….Flowe章s
… … ….Picture
. FIowers and magazines
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Graduates of Training School
重899　Abbott, Miss Alice S.
重9O3 *Abbott, Miss A. Gertmde
重9IO Abbott, Miss Lucy B.
I906　Achenbach, Miss Wilhd-
I906　Adams, Miss Alice M.
重90S事Adams, Miss Rose M.
I9重2　Aheam, Miss Grace A.
重9重6　Allan, Miss Margaret N.
重9I6　A11en, Miss Annie
I9重3　Allen, Miss Elmyra W.
重909　Ålleyne, Miss Florence
重909章Allison, Miss Agnes H.
i I904　Amazeen. Miss FIoren∞ M.
I9重5　Amera,ult, Agnes M.
重9重3章Amerault, Miss Mamie
I902 *Anderson. Miss Anna K. D.
I9重3　Anderson, Miss Anna C.
裏9O5　Anderson, Miss Jessie
重9I2　Anderson, Miss Gertrude Q.
I9重O AnsIow, Miss Grace E.
I896 *Arenburg, Miss Ama J.
I894 *Armington, Miss Helen F.
重898　Armstrong, Miss Bessie I.
重894　Armstrong, Miss Ellen S.
章9O6　Atchinson, Miss Lottie
I9I4 *Austin, Miss Dorothy
I905　Ayer, Miss Lucy E.
重9裏6　Bailey, Miss Endora F.
重9I3　Bain, Miss Helen
重9重3書Baird, Miss Jeanie K.
重9IS *Banweu, Nellie
重899章Banwe11, Miss Janet L.
r9O4　Barrett, Miss Elizabeth R.
重9O5　Barrett, Miss Ama
重894　Bamum, Mi§§ Ellenor
I9I6　Bas∞m, Miss Grace M.
重9重2　Batchelder, Miss Eva M.
I9O4　Baxter, Miss Laura M.
重9O7　Beachan, Miss Myra L.
重89O章Beal, Miss Katherine V.
I9I3 *Bearce, Miss Alice E.
重9重4　Beckwi血, Miss Clara L.
897章Beebe, Miss Esther M.
9I2　B holdi, Miss Mary R.
889　Black, Miss Alice
9I5　Blagden, Mildred E.
9IO Blantener, Miss Josephine
MacD.
重902 *Bligh, Miss Eldora E.
重903章Bohaker, Miss Edith M.
重897 *Bond, Miss Carlotta
I909 *Bool, Miss Ma,rie
重9O2 *Bowers, Miss Amie
重894　Bowlby, Miss May
重9I3　Boyer, Miss Mary H.
重896　Breed, Miss Jennie A.
重9重2　Brievogal, Miss LaLura C・
重9重O Briggs, Miss Catherine G.
I9I3 *Brock, Miss Mary
重895 *Brock, Miss Mary E.
I899　Brooks, Miss Mary E.
I896 †Brown, Miss Katherine
重896　Brown, Miss Nellie
I9OI Brown, Miss Lilla M.
重9O2　Brown, Miss Mattie W.
I9O7 *Brown, Miss Esther F.
重9I3 *Bullard, Miss Nancy W.
重9O8 *Bums, Miss Mabel L.
重9O9　Bumside, Miss Frances
重909 *Butterfield,Miss Gertrude M.
I9重6　Buzzell, Miss Gra∞
重9I4　Buzzell, Miss Ruby
64
9o2　Cadwen, Miss Chadotte
9O9 *Cahm, Miss Catherine
907　Caims, Miss Helen W.
9重I Caldwe11, Miss FIorence E.
9I6　Caldwell, Miss Maud G.
898 *Campbell, Miss Janet
909 *Campbell, Miss Christine T.
9O5　Campbe11, Miss Martha S.
899　Carr, Miss Helen F.
9O重　Carvell, Miss Bertha
895　Cassel, Miss Mercy M.
9I重*Cassidy, Miss Anna E.
9重6　Caswen, Miss Glem M.
重895 *cavamah, Miss CatherineW.
重9O8　Cawthome, Miss Bessie
重9重2　Cayting, Miss Lillian G.
重9O5　Chapin, Miss Mae
I9重4　Chase, Miss Ada R.
重896　Cheney, Miss A. Belle
重9I5　Chester, Inez L.
重896 *Churchiu, Miss Mary S.
I9IO *clark, Miss Marian P.
I89I *Clearwater, Miss Sallie
重9重2　Cleasby, Miss Mary B.
重9O9　CIogston, Miss Jessie
I89I *cobb, Miss FIoren∞ A.
重904章Cobum, Miss Mary B.
重9I3 *Co鯖n) Miss Mary I‘.
I9O重　*Colbum, Miss Edith
I9I2　Coe, Miss Louise M.
重9IO章Coffey, Miss Mabel G.
I9O4†章Co鐙n, Miss Margaret
I89S *cole, Miss Frances
I9I6　Coleman, Miss FIora M.
重9I5　Conn, Ethel M.
I9重重　Connors, Miss FIoren∞ M.
I9I5　Conway, L. Horten∞
重9O9 *Cook, Miss Marion
I9I6　Cooke, Miss Marion
I902　Coombs, Miss Georgia S.
I9I6　Cooper, Miss Mangaret J.
重9I4　Corey, Miss Mary C.
重9O9 *Cousins, Miss Edith L.
I9O8 *Cowan, Miss Nellie M.
I9O2　Creaser, Miss Edith
重9I2　Crawford, Miss Margaret J.
|9O9　Creed, Miss Mary E.
重898　Creessy, Miss Edith G.
重899　Crittenden, MissRuthE. M.
I899　Crosby, Miss BerthaL
重9O5 *Crosby, Miss Louise
重9O9　Crosse, Miss Celia M.
重9I6　Cu11en, Miss Alice I.
重9I4 *Cullen, Miss Frances M.
I908　Cullen, Miss Margaret
I902　Currier, Mrs. Leonora, B.
I9OI *cu重rier, Miss Lena G.
重894 †Curtis, Miss Lida
重9重O Cushing, Miss Blanche
重9IO Cushing, Miss Georgia L.
I895 *cuttsl Miss Dorothy M.
重9重5　mrymple, Edna J.
I894　Daly, Miss Mary C.
896 †Davis, Miss Alice J.
896 *Davis, Miss Mattie
896 *Dean, Miss Alma
I90I *Deane, Miss Bessie
I9重2 *Dencklau, Miss Pauline L.
I9O9　DeRusha, Miss Lena E.
重9I2事Devaney, Miss Rose
I9O5　Diaz, Miss M. Jean
重897　Dick y, Miss Alexandria
I887 *Dinsmore, Mrs. LillianBumB
I9I6　Dodd, Miss Rebecca
9O6 *Dow, Miss Genevieve A.
89S Downs, Miss Lina V.
890　Drake, Miss Adelia M.
I904章Drummond, Miss Maud I.
|899†章Dunbar, Miss Jessie V.
I897　Dunham, Miss FIorence A.
I9O8　Dunn, Miss Genevieve A.
重90重　Durant, Miss Gcorgina M.
I9I2　Dunga,n, Miss Idabel
重9O8　Eames, Miss Helen A.
重888　Edgerton, Miss Dorcas K.
I9O9 *Egan, Miss Nina
I9O6 †Ehlert, Miss Irene A. S.
重898 *Eldridge, Mrs. Susie F.
重9I2　Eldridge, Miss Agatha R.
|893　Elkins, Miss Lillian
I905　Ellis, Miss Alice
I9O6章E]lison, Miss Emma A.
重9O7 *Ellison. Miss Nettie B.
I9重5　Ellsworth, Eva N.
I9IO章Emery, Miss Alice N.
I9O2 *Emery, Miss Katherine S.
重9重I章Emerson, Miss E. Hortense
重9I4　Emmerson, Miss Edith K.
重9O8事Estes, Miss Madeline M.
I899　Eva,nS, Miss Alice M.
I9I5　Evans, Ida, May
重9I6　Ewing, Miss Catherine
重9O5 *Fanjoy, Miss Ethel W.
賞9O8 *Faulkner, Mrs. Helen B.
I897　Femesey, Miss Mary V.
【9O6　Fenwick, Miss Susie P.
【893　Filmore, Miss Harriet M.
【896 *Fisher, Miss Anna
【909 *Fisher, Miss Maud E.
I9O4　Fla,Sh, Mrs・ Alice H.
重894 *Flemming, Mrs. Anna T.
重897　Forbes’Miss Harriet
重9I2　Ford’Miss FIorence
重9O2 *Ford, Miss Sara E.
重894 †Fosket, Miss Ne11ie
重898　Fowler, Miss Ma,ry F.
重9OI †Fox, Miss Ne11ie M.
重898 *Fraser' Miss Christie A.
I9I4　Freeman, Miss Eunice P.
I9O6　Freeman, Miss Susanne M.
I9重4　French’Miss Annie
重9O7　French, Miss Susan W.
I896　Fu11erton’Miss Abbie M.
重895　Fulton, Miss Alice A.
重9I重　Fulton) Miss Helen A.
I9I2　Gallagher, Miss Minnie
重9O9　Ga11ivan’Miss Anna G・
重9OI *Gammon, Miss Amie M.
重892 *Gatesl Miss Mary D.
I9I4　Gates, Miss Nettie S・
重89O Gay, Miss FIorence C・
I888　Gibby, Miss工sabelle P.
重9II †Giles, Wanita R.
I9重5　Gillespie, Lillian J・
I907　Gillett) Miss Eliza A.
|893章Glines, Miss Sarah J.
重9重重奪Godfrey' Miss Vemie G・
重9O9　Goldsmith, Miss Pauline M.
重903 *Goodwin, Miss Alice P.
重889　Gould, Miss Alice H.
重892 *Gould, Miss Emma J.
重899 *Gould, Miss Hattie
I896 *Graham’Miss Mabelle A.
I899　Grant, Miss Helen
重9O9 *Grantl Miss May
重9O7　Gri航n’Miss FIorence C.
重903奪Griswo]d, Miss Alys
|892　Groitt, Miss Margarita
I895　Groves, Miss Frances A.
重9O6章Gummersonl Miss Mary E.
9I4　Hagan, Miss Kari S・ L.
90I章Hall, Miss Edith A. L.
895　Hamilton’Miss Ella
892　Hanlon, Miss Johanna
9重3　Hanly, Miss Grace A.
889章Hamahl Miss Ora, B.
90霊†Hannd, Miss Edna.
I9I重'Hannaford, Miss Bemice F.
I9O7　H nsen, Miss Alma H.
I897章Hanway, Miss Mary
I9O4 †*Harrington, Miss Alice M.
I899　Harrison’Miss Bemese
重9I I章Harris, Miss Katherine A.
I9重4 *Harris, Miss Marguerite E.
重888　Haskins, Miss FIorence L.
I897章Hastings, Miss Mary W.
重9I6　Hart, Miss Ma‘ry L
重9O9 *Hartl Miss Louise M.
重9O9　Hartwe11, Miss Annie
I9I3　Harvey, Miss Phebe A.
I9I2　Hatfrold, Miss Mary H.
I9I6　Hayden, Miss Catherine
I899　Henry’Miss Catherine
I894 *Herrick, Miss Ne11ie G.
I9O7 †Hickey, Miss Katherine L.
I897 *Higgins, Miss Clara T.
重9I5　Higgins, Blanche M.
I9O6　HigginsI Miss Saral] N.
I9IO Hm’Miss Mabel A.
重9I4　Hinds, Miss Helen L.
I889　Hines, Miss Lida
I9O9 †Hodges, Miss Lucy
I9O2　Holbrook, Mrs・ Alma, M.
I9O6　Hollings, Miss Irene
I9I2 *Holmes, Miss Grace P.
I9O9　Howatt, Miss Lucy
|9IO Howe, Miss FIorence L.
重894 *Howe, Miss Mary A.
重888 †Howland, Miss Alice M.
I898　Hoxie. Miss Lucy
I9I5　Huckins, Flora J・
I9O6　Humphrey' Miss Ethel A.
重9I3　Humphrey’Miss FIorenceA.
I887 *Hunt, Miss Ama H.
I9OI *Hunter, Miss Mabe】le G.
I899　Hutsel, Miss Ida,
I9O6 †Hynes, Miss Elizabeth J.
I9I3　Huntl Miss Katherine
重9I2 InglisI Miss FIora E.
I9O9 Irving, Miss Nellie M.
9O2 Ja,CObs, Miss Maud E.
9I2 Jacobson, Miss Ha.nnah C.
9O6 *Jackson, Miss Marion L.
9I6 James, Miss Harriette B.
9O2 *Jameson, Miss E11a M.
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重889 †Jerauld, Miss Myra
重9重3 Johnson, Miss Cora M.
I9I5 Johnson, Freda O.
重9I3 Johnson, Miss Harriet B.
重898 Johnson, Miss Harriet M.
重9O8 *Johnson, Miss Hortense H.
I904 *Johnson, Miss Mabel S.
重9重O Johnson, Miss Marian
重9O7 Johnston, Miss Nellie M.
重89O †Jones, Miss E飴e M.
I9I4 Jones, Miss Ma,rion L.
重9重5 *Joskoviah, E11a E.
I893 Judge, Miss Rose E.
重906　Kelley, Miss Letitia G.
I90:う†Kerr, Miss Gertrude
重893 *Kidder, Miss Helen B.
重898　Kimball, Miss Clara B.
I9I3　King, Miss Hazel M.
重9I5　Knowlton, Gertrude M.
重889 *Lamb, Miss Annie
I9O2　Lamson, Miss Annie M.
重899　Lane, Miss Marga,ret A.
I899　Lauderbum, Miss FIora, B.
I9重3　Lawrence, Miss Ailene
重9O2 *Lawson, Miss Laura M.
重9O重†奪Leadbetter, Miss Marietta
I9O6　Lee, Miss Li11ian
I892 *Lee, Miss Sarah C.
重9重3　Lefferts, Mrs. Sarah F.
霊9章重*Leonard, Miss Esther
置89I Lewis, Miss Marion
重895　Lieber, Miss Elizabeth
I9O4　Lindsay, Miss Alice
重9O7　Linnell, Miss Gertrude A.
|9IO *Linnel】, Miss Lillian
I9I6　Locke, Miss Addie A.
重887 †Loomis, Mrs. Eleanor Kochler
I895　Lown, Miss Anna B.
重892 *Ludgate, Miss Clara
I893　Lunt, Miss Lydia S.
I9IO Lyons, Miss Mary
I9I6　McKa,y, Miss Grace I.
I889　McKay, Miss Jemie
重9I5　McKechnic, Elizabeth
I897　McKenna, Miss Sadie
I9O2 *McKinnon, Miss Melissa
I9I重　McL am, Miss Anna M.
I894　MacLennan, Miss_ Elizabeth
重896　McLeod, Miss Elizabeth
I9O重　MacLeod, Miss M. Amie
重9I6　McLeod, Miss Susan E.
I9I2掌McMa肌s’Miss Mary E.
重898　McRae, Miss Katherine
重898　Malcolml Miss Sophia C.
I9OI Ma組we11, Miss Theodosia
I9I5　Marin, Matilda
I897　Mathews, Miss Crissie
I9O6　Matthews, Miss Gertrude
重9O6　Marsh, Miss Ama L.
重893　 arsha11, Miss Barbara D.
I896　Marshall, Miss Carlotta
I9I4 *Marshall, Miss Ethel B.
I897　Martin, Mrs. Hattie L.
I906　Martin, Miss Mary E.
I9O5　Maxwell, Miss Ama R.
重9O7　Me der, Miss Lauria G.
I9重重*Melven, Miss Isabel
I904 *Merrill, Miss FIorence A.
I9O7 *Merrill, Miss Jessie
I9O2 *Meyer, Miss Hulda
I9IO *Milberryl Miss Sophia A.
I9I2　Mi11s, Miss Annie E.
I9O6　Mills, Miss Elizabeth H.
I9I重　Monroe, Miss Helen
I897　Monroe, Miss Winifred
I896 *Morey, Miss Emma C.
重9O3　Morgan, Miss Annie Ode11
I9IO Morrill, Miss Ethel B.
I9重3 *Morse, Miss Alice H.
重909　Mosher, Miss Madeline G.
I9IO *Mowatt, Miss Bessie McA.
I9O4　Mudge, Miss Eliza,beth E.
重9I4　Mui血ead, Miss Eva M.
重9I5　Munroe, Miss Rachel A.
重9I6　Murphy, Miss Christine M.
I9I5　Murra,y, Mary J.
I9I6　Myrer, Miss Dora M.
9O5　MacCuuy・ MissElizabethB. I9I4 *Nash, Miss Carrie L.
9O3 *MacDonald・ Miss Ma.ry I9O7　Nicholson, Miss Mary壇.
9O7 *MacEachran・MissKatherine I9I3　Norton, Miss Bessie L.
904　McGill・ Miss Bessie L.　I894 *Norwood, Miss Carrie P.
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I909 *O’Brien, Miss Enen L.
重9I6　OIson, Miss Alice M.
I899　Packard, Miss Abbie F.
重9重4　Packard, Miss Ida, G・
I9O6 *Page, Miss Rebecca
I9I5　Pa,inting, Ellen C.
I9O5　Papinea,u, Miss Maud E.
|9重6　Parsons, Miss Arma P.
I898 *Paton, Miss Georgina
重907　Patterson, Miss Anna C.
I9II Pawlowski, Miss Anna M.
I9O9 *Payne, Miss Bea.trice E.
I9O3　Peck, Miss Clara B.
重9O6 *Pember, Miss Berta
I9重重*Perkins, Miss Bertha M.
重89重章Perrin, Miss Helen
|9I5　Perry, Ethel May
I898 *perry, Mrs. Grace W.
重9重2 *Persons, Miss Mary B.
I9重4　Petrie, Miss Evelyn
I9重2　Phee, Miss Jemie
重9I重　Phee, Miss Mar賃aret
I9O5　Phelps, Miss Grace E.
I9O7　Pierce, Miss Muriel A.
重9O8 *Pierce, Miss Mary N.
I894 *Pike, Mrs. Anna L.
I9I6 *Pi時, Miss Rachel F.
重9O8　P皿ng, Miss Bertha, M.
|9O3 *Pinney, Miss Bertha E.
I9O5　Pit丘eld, Miss Anna M.
I9I5　Poole, Mrs. Margaret C.
I898奪Poole, Miss Alice M.
I9O重　Potter, Miss Lucy G.
重888 *Powers, Miss Ada
重89O *Powers, Miss Zoe L.
I9I重　Ramsta,d, Miss Dina
重9重I Raper, Miss Susan
重9O5 *Rankin, Miss Emma W.
|9霊2　Rasmussen, Miss Li11y
I894　Read, Miss Sara C.
重893　Reed. Miss Georgie A.
|899　Reed, Miss FIorence H.
重9O3 *Reeves, Miss Alice
裏89S Rice. Miss MaryE.
I9I5　Rich, Miss Margaret C.
1893　Richardson, Miss Lora M.
重889 *Rittman, Miss Wilhimina
I9I5　Roberts, Georgie F.
I9O8　Roberts, Miss Hattie C.
I908　Robiuson, Miss Harriet L.
I9IO *Robbins, Miss Grace E.
I9O2　Robbins' Miss Edith
I9I6　Rogers, Miss FIorence E.
I9I4　Ro11inson, Miss Olive M.
重9OI *Root, Miss Mary C.
I9OI Rowe, Miss Martha E.
I895　Ruefli, Miss Elise
重9O7　Ruell, Miss Emma A.
I889　Rull, Miss Catherine
I895　Ryder, Miss Caroline E.
I9重O章Sampson, Miss Nina B.
I899　Sa.nger, Miss Louise C・
I898 †Sawyer, Miss Ruth W.
重9O4　Schirmer, Miss Margaret I.
I897　Scott, Miss Kate Gertrude
I896　Severance, Miss Ella’M.
重9O5 *Shadma,n’Miss Grace E.
897 *Shepstone, Miss Marga,ret
898　Sherman, Miss Nellie B.
893　Sillars, Miss Alice P.
9O3 *Simpson, Miss Cora R.
894 *Sleep, Miss Jennie
892 *Smith, Miss Edith G.
896　Smith, Miss Gertrude A.
重902　Smithl Miss Fem M.
重9O7　Smith, Miss Marion P.
I9O9　Smith, Miss Bessie M.
I9O9　Snow, Miss Mary L.
重9O4 *Soper, Miss Gra,Ce M.
重902 *Soule, Miss Clara, Belle
I902 *Spra‘guel Miss Caroline
I9O4. Spurling, Miss M. Frances
I894 *StamerS, Miss E. Louise
I9I5 *Standish, Delight R.
重897　Sta‘ntOnl Miss Edith M.
I9O9 *Staples, Miss Jessie P.
重896 *Statham, Miss Nellie
I90重　Steinhour, Miss E航e
I892　Stephenson'MissElizabethS.
I894　Steves, Miss Cynthia'
I898　Stewart, Miss Grace
I9I3 *Stinson, Mrs. Anna R.
I9O3†*Stinson, Miss Harriet L.
I9O2　Stolte, Miss Emma H.
I9I6　Story, Mrs. EIsie C.
I89I †事Sutcli紐e, Miss Alice W.
|9I重*Sweetland, Miss Carrie M.
重894　Swift, Miss Cecelia J・
重9I4　Sylvesterl Miss Mary U.
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887　Talbot, Miss Mary P.
9重5　Tar重, Ruth F.
9IO *Tavender, Miss Ruth D.
9I5　Taylor, Annie
9重4 *Taylor, Miss Beula I.
898 *Taylor, Miss Helen L. E.
9重3 *Taylor, Miss Helene M.
895　Theobold, Miss Alice M.
890 *Thompson, Miss Ca,rrie M.
9重2 *Thompson, Miss Weltha
9II Tingley, Miss Ella F.
89重†Tisdale, Miss Elizabeth J.
895　Todd, Miss Clemmie
9I2 *Toomey, Miss Helen
897　Tracy, Miss Susan E.
895 †Tucker, Miss Alice
9O2　Tweedie, Miss Janet
9O6 *Tweedie, Miss Edith H.
9I5　Ullrich, Miss Carola
89O Upha,m, Miss Esther M.
9IO Upton, Miss Carrie L.
9O3章Urquhart, Miss May H.
9O9　Urquhart, Miss Jeanette
I896　VanWart, Miss Belle D.
重9重O†*yamey, Miss Sabina,
I9I6　Vary, Miss Emma S.
重896 *Vibber, Miss Aimee W.
重9O9　Vincent, Miss Teresa
I894　Voshell, Miss Lucy J.
I894　Vye, MissAmyJ.
重9O重*Vye, Miss Margaret
889 *Wade, Miss Ma.ry E.
9I6　Waitt, Miss Doris B.
894　Ware, Miss Mary
888　Warren, Mrs. Ella F.
89O Wasgatt, Miss Jessie E.
9IO章Waters, Miss Augusta L.
897　Watson, Miss Elizabeth
9I3　Watson, Mrs. Isabel S.
9I6 *Webber, Miss Lola I.
9O9　W bster, Miss Margaret
897章Weeks, Miss Alice G.
899 *Wells, Miss Mina E.
896　Wel]s, Mrs. Mary A.
889 *Wentworth’Miss Mary E.
9I6　West, Miss Isa,bel L.
9I6　West, Miss Orene L.
893　Whitela,W, Miss Marga,rita L.
9II Whitlock, Miss L. Grace
9O8　White, Miss Mary Pond
896　Whitma,n, Mrs. Ma,y Ruth
9重5　Whitney, Miss Jessie
892 *Whiton, Miss Ama L.
9重6　Whynott, Miss Frances
9II Wiggin, Miss Josephine
9重4　Wigginton, Miss Irene S.
9重6　Wilder, Miss Aleida
9O4　Wildes, Miss Blanche
9I6　Wille, Miss Helga
9I4　Williams, Miss Eliza,beth E.
892 *Wilson, Miss AIpha L.
9I3　Wilson, Miss FIora M.
9I2　Wilson, Miss Harriett L.
896章Wingate, Mrs. Annie L.
896　Wingate, Miss Adelaide C.
899章Winn, Miss Pearl C.
9I5 *WinsIow, Miss Helen
9重4　Wiseman, Miss Catherine
895 *Wright, Miss Emma C.
9II *Wood, Miss Sadie E.
89重　Woods, Miss Lena E.
I896 *Young, Miss Elizabeth S.
Total number of gradrates, 546.
† Deceased.
* Mar正ed.
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Summary of Medical Report
January I tO December 3I, I9I6
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7重
Summary ofCases at John C・ Haynes
Memorial Department
January I, I9I6, to January I, I9I7
Scarletfever‥.‥.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
=　　　``　witharthritis.‥‥..‥‥‥.
“　　``　　`. cervical adenitis‥. ‥ ‥
“●　　●`　cervical adenitis, Otitis media
‘‘　``　cervical adenitis, Otitis media,
and nephritis…‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
“　　一`　cervical a.denitis, maStOiditis,
and meningitis‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥.
“　“ cervical adenitis, Pyelitis‥ ‥
“∴∴“　withdiphtheria……‥.‥‥
“　●`　diphtheria, nePhritis, Otitis
tis…….‥..‥...‥..‥
With erysipelas. ‥. ‥. ‥. ‥.
`●　fractureoftibia.‥ ‥‥.
‘`　gangrenous stomatitis..
=　measles‥‥...‥.‥‥.
“ multiplebums‥.‥..‥
’`　nephritis‥‥‥.‥‥...
’`　　` `　　　peritoロsillar
abscess.‥‥‥..‥‥
‘`　“孤ephritis, Otitis media
and mastoiditis. ‥. ‥
“　``　otitismedia. ‥‥.‥.‥
``　“　“　“　andgastro-
enteritis.....‥‥ ‥‥
``　``　otitis mediaandlachry-
mal abscess‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
’`　　``　otitis media and mastoi_
ditis…….‥..‥‥.
わん応`αγγiedカr秒αγd ‥
ク2
????
??????」?????
????????????
????????????
?ー??????????????????
????????????
????????????????
???????
BγOugh待oγ秒のγd‥‥..‥..‥‥‥.‥
Scadet fever with otitis media, PertuSSis ‥
"　　=　　買　orchitis‥‥‥.‥.‥‥
``　　=　“ osteomyelitis.….‥‥.
“　“　“ peritonsillar abscess‥.
“　“　“ pertussis‥.‥‥‥‥‥
`.　“　“ pneu皿°血a.‥‥‥‥‥
``　　=　　``　sepとic穏mia.‥‥‥..‥
“　　``　suspected..‥‥‥.‥‥.‥.
=　　l(　withvaricel]a.‥ ‥‥.‥‥.
1a重ynge租‥..‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Carrler.........……....‥.
with cervical adenitis‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
cervical edenitis, Otitis media..
witheczema,.‥..‥. ‥‥ ‥‥.
“ ichthyosis….....‥‥‥
=　measles.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥
``　　“　andpneumonia‥
“　myocarditis and post-
diphtheritic paralysis ‥
“　“ pneumonia.
=　　　=　vahcella‥.
Miscdlaneous -
Toials cαγγiedJbγ秒のγd… … … … …l II35
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????????
? ? ? ?????????
?????‥???‥?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?????????
????????
????????
Bγ0αgmfb畑αγd.‥‥‥.‥..‥‥‥‥
Miscellan∞uS - Cute anterior poliomyelitis
With pneumonia. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Acutealcoholism‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Acutegastritis‥ ‥ … ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Acuteindigestion…‥‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Apoplexy…‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥.
Bronchitis‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥
Erb’sparalysis.‥‥‥. ‥‥.. ‥. ‥
Erysipelas………..…..‥.‥‥
=　　　with arthritis. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
`●　　“ herpeszoster‥ ‥ ‥
``　　“ myocarditis‥. ‥‥
'l　　　``　otitismedia‥.‥ ‥
Foreign body in la.rynx. … ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Laryngea,l stricture... ‥
Meningitis. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Pericarditis‥. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Pertussis with mastoiditis.
`l　　　``　otitis media.
Pneumonia With otitis media.
Scabies and abscesses ‥ ‥. ‥
Spastic paraplegia. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Tons皿itis‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥‥
Ur髄cada
Va轟ce皿a
with調嶋icaria.
Death rate on number treated :
Scarietfever‥. ‥. ‥.
Diphtheria. … ‥ ‥ ‥.
Anterior pdiomyelitis.
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2.o3%
5.重3%
重8.2o%
????
??????
‥?‥?‥??
????????????
Report of the Matemity Department
Jennie M. Robinson Memorial
Jamary |, 19|6, tO December 3r, 19|6
Nunber of Patients in Matemity, Dec. 3|, I9重5, WOmen ‥ ‥ ・ ‥ ‥
infan七s. ‥‥ ‥ ‥
Number of patients admitted during the year. ‥ ・ ‥ … ‥ … ‥ ‥ ・
Number of confinements during the year…... ‥ ‥ ‥ ・ ‥ ‥ ・ ‥ ・ ‥
Number of living infants bom during the year… … ‥ ・ … ‥ … ・
Number of women treated in Matemity, Antepartem
Number remaining Dec. 3重, I9I6, mOthers ‥ … ・ ‥ ・
infants. ‥ ‥‥.‥
Operations
Ab dominal Sections
Induced Labor
Mortality List - Infants
Abortions (Fetus non-viable)
Sti11births (Fetus viable)
Premature
Congenital Syphilis
Complication of labor
Undetermined
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??????????????????????????
??
Deaths -
Congenital Wea,k。eSS
Meningitis with Thrombosis
Scopolamin Morphin An蟹Sthesia
Comp l ic a tions
Tox鍵mia, and Eclamptic Toxa弧ia
Prolapsed Cord
Accidental Hemor血age
Abdomina.1 Pregnancy
Double-headed Malformation
Causes of Death -Mothers
Cerebral Hemorrhage Organic Cardiac Dis… … … ‥.
Cerebral Embolism (Syphhitic)
Abdominal Pregnancy - Abdominal Section.
Pneumonia and Nephritis - Abdominal Section.
Percent matemal deaths to confinements ‥. ‥
=　　　村　　　村　= pa.tients admitted.
Percent stillbirths to confinements
‘`　infant deaths to living boIto living bom.
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???????????????
?。??。???????????
?
Comp a rative
重9重6
I)524・・‥ ‥
重,359・・‥ ‥
重,306... ‥.
重6...‥.
57・‥・‥
Number of living births.
Deaths血atemal.. ‥. ‥
Patients treated at Out-Patient Department
アブ
Medical
Su喝ic血
Noseandthioat.…‥.‥.‥.‥ ‥
Children ’s
Matemi七y
Post Natal
District Patieuts
District Nursing
Social Service Visits
?????????? ??? ???? ???? ??
??? ? ?? ?? ?????
? ? ? ? ??っ? ??
Summary of Surgical Report
January I tO December 3I, I9I6
ARD〇㍍BN
Appendix
Appendicitis‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Gall bladder and gall ducts
Carcinoma,. ‥.‥ ‥ ‥..
Cholecystitis. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥.
Cholelithiasis ‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥
He皿i穏
Femora,1‥‥‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Inguinal‥….. ‥‥ ‥ ‥
Inguinal and unbilical..
Umbilical. ‥ ‥.‥.‥‥
Ventral..‥‥.‥‥‥..
Intestines
Adhesions‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Carcinoma… …... ‥ ,
Enteritis‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
Fa3Cal丘stula‥. ‥. ‥ ‥.
Fibroma. ‥‥‥‥.‥‥
MegalacoIon…. ‥ ‥ ‥.
Obstruction ‥. ‥
Ptosis‥...‥‥‥‥.‥.
Sinus.‥‥....‥‥.‥.
UIcer of duodenum‥. ‥
Liver
Carcinoma‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Cirrhosis… … … … ‥ ,
Pancreas
Pancreatitis. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Peritoneum
Peritonitis, tubercular. ‥
Stomach
Cardnoma‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
To細ね`αγrあdfbγ凹のrd. ‥ ‥. ‥
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????????
???
‥??????
?
?????????
?????????
B ro。Ighi布質均のrd
Foreign body ‥
P七〇sis‥‥‥. ‥
Pyloric stenosis
U宣cer‥‥‥‥.
BoNES AND JoINTS
Ankylosis
Arthntis
Bow legs
DisIoca,tions　.
Exostosis
FraCtureS
Foot (miscellaneous defomities)
K寄○○量knees
OsteomyelltlS
Osteoblastoma
Periostltis
RachltlS
ScoliosIS
SynovitlS
TorticolllS
Tuberculosis
To細ls carγiedfoγ?uαγd‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
79　　　　　(∽諦…d o部隊`事(卿の
?????????????〕??????
?
????????
????
‥
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
‥????????
????
???㌧????
?????〕??
??‥????‥
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?‥??
BγOug海foタ的αγd. ‥
FACE AND NECK
Abscess‥‥ ‥. ‥.
Adenitis‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥
Goitre‥ ‥‥‥.‥
M誼gnan七硬mors.
Neura,lgia.. ‥ ‥ ‥
GENITO-UR重NARY
Bladder
A七〇ny‥ ‥‥ ・
Calc血us. ‥ ‥
Carふnoma ‥.
Cystitis.... ‥
Pap皿oma‥ ‥
Penis
Phimosis. ‥ ‥
Pros七a七e
Abscess‥ ‥ ‥
Carcino調a. ‥
Hypertrophy.
Prostatitis ‥ ‥
Scrotum
Hydro∞1e ‥ ‥
Va玉c○cde ‥ ‥
Testicle
Abscess… ‥.
Carcinoma. ‥
Tuberculosis.
Undescended.
U重ete重
Cal心us.. ‥
Urethra
Carunde ‥ ‥
Stricture ‥..
Miscellaneous..
GYNJECPLOGICAL
Cerv葦and Perineum
Fisもula‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Lacerations. ‥ ‥ ‥
0vary
Cardnoma. ‥ ‥ ‥
Cysも….‥‥.....
To細Is cαγγiedjbγ粉αγd… …. ‥
8o　　　　　(C寂れ胸の病膨紳今切
?????????。?。??。??
?「????
?????????????????
?????
????????????【??
???????
???↑??
??????????????
??
??????
Bγ0αghi.何てりαγd… … ‥. … ‥
Tube
Ectopic gestation‥ … ‥ ‥. ‥.
Salpingitis or pelvic ab§ceSS ….
Utems
Abortion..‥..‥‥.‥‥.‥‥
Carcinoma.‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥.
Endometritis. ‥ ‥
Fibro皿a. ‥ ‥.‥.
Malpositions. … ‥
Stenosis‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Vag血亀
Cardnoma‥. ‥ ‥
Vagi壷tis.. ‥. ‥ ‥
Vulvo-Vaginal cyst.
Miscenaneous.... ‥.
HAND
Carc血°脇‥...‥‥‥
Sepsis…………..‥
Supemumerary thunb.
Wou皿ds..………‥.
KIDNEY
Abscess, Peri-renal... ‥ ‥ ‥
Hematoma from injury ‥ ‥
Hydronephrosis.. ‥ ‥. ‥ …
Nephr粗蜜a. ‥‥‥‥.‥.…
Neph瓦tis…………..... 。
Nephrolithiasis… … … ….
Nephroptosis‥ ‥. ….. ‥ ‥
Pye]itis‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥.‥
Pyonephrosis… … … …..
Trauma‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥.
Tuberculosis.. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
MuscしES, TENDONS AND BuRSJE.
NosE. THROAT AN。 MouTH
Abs∞SS, alveolar‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Carcinoma‥...‥‥.‥‥..
Cellulitis oflip…. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Cyst of antrum of Highmore.
Cleftpalate‥. ‥.‥‥.‥..
TbめIs `αγγiedfbγ秒αγd… …. 。..
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???????????????????????????????
?????
?
???
?????????
???↑〕??
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
BγOughlfb畑のγd. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Deviation of septum‥ ….
EIongateduvula‥. ‥. ‥.
Ethmoiditis....‥‥‥‥.
Foreign body in esophagus
Foreign body in throat…
Ha,relip and cleft pala,te …
龍ypertrophy of tonsils.. ‥
Hypertrophy of tuduina,te.
Impacted teeth.. ‥.. ‥ ‥
Lymphangioma of lip.. ‥.
Nasal polypi. … … … ‥ ,
Nasalspur.‥‥‥.‥‥
Peritonsillar absc6ss. ‥. ‥
Pyonh∞a…………..,
Ranula, ………‥….,
Sin心sofうaw‥.‥‥‥‥.
Sinusitis‥ ‥ ‥. ‥‥ ‥ ‥
Ste種osis of larynx. ‥ ‥ ‥
Stricture of esophagus ‥.
MiScella.neous… … … ‥ ,
RECTU道
Abscess‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Ca重c血°調‥ ‥‥‥‥‥.
Fissure‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥
Fistula.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Hemorrhoids… … ‥. ‥
Imperforate ams‥. … ‥
P重olapsus… …二・ … …
Sinus‥‥..‥‥.‥‥‥.
Stricture.‥‥.‥...‥‥
UIcer…‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥
Miscellaneous. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
moRAX
Abscess oflung‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Empyema..‥‥..‥‥‥
Pleurisy with e節usion.. ‥
Pneumonia‥‥.‥‥..‥
VEINS AND ARTBRIES
A重teriosclerosis ‥
Phlebitis. ‥. ‥‥ ‥‥.‥
T男のls cαγγied佃αγd. ‥.. ‥. ‥
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????‥‥??‥??????????????????????
????????????
??????
?????????
??????????
BγOughl華門灯のγd… ‥. ‥
Thrombosis‥ ‥. ‥. ‥ ‥
Varicosis… … … …. ,
MISCELLANBOU S
Abscesses. ‥‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Adenitis, inguinal. ‥.
Anthrax‥.‥.‥‥‥‥.
Benign tumors‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Burns‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Carよno皿a.‥‥. ‥. ‥ ‥
Donorofskin.‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Epilepsy‥.‥‥‥‥‥.
Gangrene, diabetic. ‥
Ga,ngrene, Senile… ‥ ‥.
Glycosuria…. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Lymphangitis… ‥ ‥ ‥.
Lymphoblastoma. … ‥
Myelomeningocele … ‥.
Myxo-SarCOrm. ‥. ‥. ‥
Myocarditis, Chronic ‥ ‥
Psoriasis, aCute‥. ‥ ‥.
Sarcoma‥ ‥‥.‥‥‥.
Septic蟹mia. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Toxaania of pregnancy ‥
Ulcers.‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥
Wounds‥‥..‥‥.‥‥
Not classified. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Transferred, nOt treated.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????
????
Abdominal Sections
Appendectomy with diverticulectomy ‥
Appendectomy with lysis of adhesions‥
C鍵Sarean SeCtion
C鍵Sarean seCtion with appendectomy, hemiotomy and
C鍵sarean section with gastrojejunostomy.
C籍sarean section with huniotomy... ‥ ‥
Caesdrean SeCtion with myomectomy ‥. ‥
Cholecystectomy
Cholecystectomy with appendectomy‥ ‥ …. … …. ‥
Cholecystectomy with choledochotomy. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ …. ‥.
Cholecystectomy with lysis of adhesions…. ‥ ‥.. ‥ ‥.
Chdecystectomy with nephrectomy‥ …. ‥ ‥ ‥ …. ‥.
Cholecystectomy with oophorosalpingectomy and lysis of
adhesions
Cholecystostomy
Cholecystostomy with appendectomy ‥
Cholecystostomy with choledochotomy.
Choledochotomy
Colostomy
Excision of gastric ulcer, apPendectomy.
ExpIoratory laparotomy
Gastrojejunostomy for can∞r.. ‥. ‥. ‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. …
Gastrojejunostomyfor ulcer‥.… … … ‥. ‥ … ‥ ‥ ‥
Gastrojejunostomy for ulcer with cholecystectomy ‥. ‥.
Gastrojejunostomy for ulcer with lysis of adhesions ‥ …
Gastrojejunostomy for adhesions… ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥. ‥
G包strojejunostomy for cancer with resection of stomach.
Gastrojejunostomy for ulcer, With appendectomy ‥ … ‥
Gastropexy with hepatopexy. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥.. ‥. ‥. ‥. ‥
Gastropexy with ventral suspension‥. ‥ … … ‥.. ….
Hemiotomy with appendectomy.. …. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ….
Hemiotomy with appendectomy and lysis of adhesions.
わめIs `αγγied ♪競りα′d
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Bγ0αgh鯵均で。αγd
Hysterectomy with cholecystectomy. ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Hysterectomy with appendectomy‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Hysterectomy with appendectomy and cholecystectomy.
Hysterectomy with cholecystostomy… … …. ,. ‥ ‥ ‥
Hysterectomy with hemiotomy and appendectomy ‥. ‥
Hysterectomy with lysis of a(血esiorLS. … ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
Hysterectomy with hemiotomy… ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥. ‥ …...
Hysterectomy with hemiotomy and end-tO-end anasto-
Hysterectomy wi血　oophorosalpingectomy and appen-
Hysterectomy with oophorosalpingectomy and excision
of cyst from broadligament‥ ‥ ‥ … ‥. ‥ … ‥ ‥
Hysterectomy with oophorosalpingectomy ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥. ‥.
Hysterectdmy with salpingectomy‥ … … ‥. ‥.. … ‥
Hysterectomy with salpingectomy and appendectomy …
Lysis of adhesions
Myomectomy and appendectomy.
Nephropexy with appendectomy and lysis of a.dhesions.
Oophorosalpingectomy with appendectomy‥ ‥. ‥ … ‥
Oophorosalpingectomy with cholecystostomy and appen一
Oophorosalpingectomy with hemiotomy and appendec-
Oophorosalpingectomy with lysis of adhesions and vent-
Oophorosalpingectomy with lysis of,adhesions. ‥. ‥. ‥.
Oophorosalpingectomy with ventral suspension and ap-
To細ls`αγγiedカでりaγd……………………….t　9IO
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By-Laws of the Corporation
Article I. The corporation shall be composed of the per-
SOnS named in the act incorporating certain persons by the
name of the存Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital;, of such
PerSOnS aS may be at any legal meeting of the corporation
nominated and elected as members and also of all such per-
SOnS aS Shall have contributed the sum of?I∞, Or uPWards
at any one time.
Art. 2・ There shall be a meeting of the corporation on
the fourth Tuesday in January in each year to be called the
Annual Meeting’at Which the fo11owing officers shall be
elected’namely’a President’four Vice-Presidents, Such num-
ber of Trustees as the corporation shall determine’nOt ex-
Ceeding thirty’a Secretary’and a Treasurer, tO SerVe One
year, and till others shall be chosen and qua駈ed in their
Stead. Any person elected to’and signifying his acceI)tanCe
Of either of the o飾ces mentioned in this article’Shall b∝Ome
thereby a member of the corporation during the term of o鯖ce.
Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Trustees may be飢ed
by the Board.
工n addition to the number of Trustees above referred to,
five members are to be appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Council’under the provision of
Chapter 358 of the Statutes of I89O; and the persons so
appointed shall be members of the corporation for their terms
Of 〇億ce.
Art. 3. Notice of the Amual Meeting shall be given by
the Secretary, in one or more newspapers printed in Boston,
at least fourteen days’and by mail five days, PreVious. to the
day of meeting; but said meeting may be continued from
time to time, until business thereof shall be accomplished, the
Secretary giving at least one day’§ nOtice of the time and
Place of said adjoumment, in a newspaper printed in Bost。n.
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Art. 4. The Pre§ident, Vice-Presidents, Secretary and
Treasurer shall be, eX-O鯖cio, members of the Board of
Trustees.
Art. 5. The President shall preside at all meetings of the
COrPOration, and of the BoardノOf Trustees, if present, and
Shall have power to order special meetings of the corporation
Or Board of TrusteesタWhenever, in his opinion, it may be ex-
Pedient, the Secretary giving at least seven days) notice of
SuCh special meetings of the corporation in one or more of the
newspapers printed in Boston, and at least two days’notice
Of such special meetings of the Board of Trustees to be sent
by mail to each of the members.
In the absence or mCaPaCity of the President, Or VaCanCy
Of the o範ce, the Senior Vice-President shall perform the
duties which devoIve upon the President.
Art. 6. The Trustees shall consti,tute a Board for the im-
mediate management of all the property and concems of the
Institution. They shall make such by-laws, rules, and regu-
lations to govem their action as they may deem expedient,
not inconsistent with the Charter and By-Laws of the cor-
POration. They shall meet at such times and places as they
Shall by vote determine, Or aS the President may direct; and
all questions which come before the Board shall be` determined
by a majority of the Trustees present and voting thereon.
Five members of the Board shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business. They shall have power to take any
measures which they shall deem expedient for encouraging
Subscriptions, donations, and bequests to the corporation ; tO
Petition the Legislature for any additional grants or privileges,
and for such amendments and alterations of the several acts
relative to the corporation as they may think advisable; tO
take charge of and watch over the geneねl interests and con-
CemS Of the Institution ; tO enter into and bind the corporation
by such compacts and engagements as they deem advanta-
geous ; tO Sell real estate, and authorize the Treasurer with the
approval of a majority of the Committee on Finance to execute
and de]iver all deeds or other instruments necessary to convey
the same; tO aPPOint annua11y, Or Otherwise, a11 proper and
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necessary physicians, Surg∞nS, O範cers, aSSistants, and serv-
ants for the superintendence and management of the respec-
tive departments, With such salaries and allowances as they
may from time to time fix and determine; tO make such rules
and regulations for the govemment of said physicians, Sur-
geons, O鯖cers, attendants, and servants, and for the admission
of patients, and the well ordering and conducting of the re-
SPeCtive departments of the Institution as to them may seem
proper and expedient; PrOVided, however’that the said By-
Laws, rules and regulations shall at all times be subject to be
altered or amended by the corporation at their Annual Meet-
ing, Or at any legal meeting specially called for that purpose.
And provided further that a11 Standing Orders made by any
Board of Trustees shall be in force until altered, amended, Or
repealed by the said Board, by some future Board of Trustees,
Or by the corporation.
They sha11 cause a fair record of all their doings to be kept,
which sha11 be laid before the corporation at every meeting
thereof; and at every Annual Meeting they shall make a
Written report on the Treasurer’s accounts and on the general
state of the Institution, COmPrlSlng an aCCOunt Of the receipts
and expenditures of the corporation, a Statement Of the num-
ber of patients admitted and discharged during the year in
each department, and a11 such other matters as may be of im-
POrtanCe and interest to the corporation ; and for this purpose
they shall’at SOme PreVious meeting, aPPOint a committee of
the Board.
Art. 7. The Secretary shall notify and attend all meetings
of the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, and shall
keep a distinct record of the doings of each.
Art. 8. The Treasurer shall give bonds, With sureties, tO
the satisfaction of the Boa,rd of Trustees, COnditioned for the
faithful discharge of his duties. He shall receive and have
the custody of all moneys, bonds, nOteS, deeds, and other
securities, belonging to the corporation, Which he shall keep
and manage under the direction and controI of the Board of¥
Trustees. or of their Committee of Finance. He shall pay no
money but by order of the Board of Trustees, Or Of their com-
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mittees duly authorized by the Board to draw on him therefor.
He shall render an account of the state of his books and of
the funds and property in his custody when called for by the
Trustees or corporation’and he shall make up the accounts
to the last da.y of December in each year; Which accounts,
ProPerly audited, Shall be laid before the corporation at their
Annual Meeting. He sha11 upon a vote of the Board of Trus-
tees, Certified to by the Secretary, Or by written instructions
Signed by a majority of the Finance Committee, invest moneys
Or PrOPerty belonging to the Hospital, Sell or exchange any
investments, aSSign, forecIose or give partial release of morト
gages or discharge the same before maturity.
圏
Standin富Orders of the Trustees
ARTICLE I
Meetings
There sha11 be quarterly meetings of the Trustees at the
Ho§Pital on the third Tuesday of January, April, July, and
October, at 3 P. M., and at these meetings all reports and ac-
CO調tS Shall be laid before the Board. The Annual Meeting
Of the Trustees shall be held on the first Tuesday of February,
at the Hospital, at 3 P. M.
ARTICLE II
Committees
The Trustees shall’at their Annual Meeting, aPPOint the
following standing committees, tO SerVe for one year and until
their successors are appointed :
重・ A Fina'nCe Committee, tO COnSist of three members, tO
advise with the Treasurer, and to audit his accounts, for which
PurPOSe the Committee shall have power to empIoy experts.
The Treasurer is authorized to invest money or property be-
longing to the Hospital’and to sell or exchange any invest-
ments, Only in accordance with a vote of the Board of Trus-
tees’Certified to by the Secretary’Or by written instruction
Signed by a majority of the Finance Committee.
2. A Committee of Ways and Means, tO conSist of seven
members, Whose duty it shall be to obtain funds for carrying
On the Hospital, to SOlicit subscriptions’and to report to the
Treasu rer.
3. A Committee on Nominations, tO COnSist of five members
including the President ex-Officio’Who shall report to the
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Trustees in writing their recommendations in regard to all
nominations made by the Medical and Surgical Executive
Committ ees.
Nominations made by the Medica,1 and Surgicall Executive
Committees shall be made directly to this Committeel and the
Committee shall report to the Trustees at the next meeting of
tlle Trustees.
They shall also repo轟at the meeting in January a list of
candidates for election as a Medical and Surgical Sta鱈.
ARTICLE III
Hospital Committee
I. Unless otherwise ordered by the Trustees, the President
of the Hospital shall, at the Annual Meeting of the Trustees,
nominate, Subject to the approval of the Board, SeVen Trustees
including the President ex-O範cio to serve upon the Hospital
Committee for one year, Or until their successors are appointed.
The Hospital indudes the Main Hospital on East Concord
St., the Clark Ward for Children on East Brookline St., the
Out-Patient Department on Harrison Ave., the West Deparト
ment at the John C. Haynes Memorial in Brighton, the Evans
Memorial Department on East Concord St., and the Nash
House on Everett St.. Dorchester. The Hospital Committee
shall exercise its functions in all departments of the Hospital,
except such as the Trustees may place in the jurisdiction of
another Committee.
The Committee shall advise with the Superintendent in rela-
tion to all matters, and all bi11s for supplies, fumiture, and
ordinary repairs, With all pay置rOlls sha11 be approved’before
payment, by the Committee, Or by the Chairman or other mem-
ber thereof, When duly authorized by said Committee. Vacan-
Cies upon the Committee shall be創Ied by the President of the
Hospital, Subject to the approval of the Trustees・ The Com-
mittee shall meet monthly at such times as it may determine,
Or When called together by the Superintendent. They sha11
report to the Trustees upon、 all important matters, With any
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suggestions which they may deem advisable ; and shall bring
to the attention of the Trustees any matters upon which’in`
their judgment, the Trustees should be informed・
They shall audit the accounts of the Superintendent, and
shall advise with him as to the method and system of keeping
the accounts that he is required to keep; and all drafts made
by the Superintendent upon the Treasurer shall be approved’
before payment, by the Committee’Or by some member thereof
duly authorized.
The Committee shall have power to empIoy expert assist-
ance in exammlng aCCOuntS.
ARTICLE IV
Superintendent
I. At the Annual Meeting of the Trustees a Superintendent
shall be appointed to hold o鯖ce for one year’Or until his su‘c-
cessor is appOinted, at SuCh salary as may be fixed by the
Trustees.
2. The Superintendent shall give his professional services
who11y to the Hospital’and shall have the charge and control
of it, including the immediate superintendence of the medical
and surgical departments, eXCePt aS tO the treatment of pa-
tients. All the resident o範cers and empIoyees of the Hospital
shall be under his orders. He sha11 appoint and may discharge
a superintendent of nurses, an engineer, a housekeeper’and
other empIoyees. He shall define their duties, and, Subject‘to
the approval of the Hospital Committee, fix the salaries and
wages of all persons empIoyed by him. He shall purchase, Or
direct the purchase of, fumiture, ProVisions, medicines, Sur-
gical instruments’and other supplies and materials・ He sha11
have charge of the medical and surgical supplies and instru-
ments required in the Hospital. He shall have power, With
the approval of the Hospital Committee, tO make any ordinary
repairs, tO an amOunt nOt eXCeeding five hundred dollars.
3. He sha11 collect all dues from patients, and sha11 remit
said dues to the Treasurer as often as once a month. He
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shall keep an準ount of his receipts and expenditures’Which’
with vouchers, Shall be presented for approval to the Hospital
Committee monthly, Or Oftener if required. At each quarterly
meeting of the Trustees he shall presellt a Statement Of all
money received or disbursed by him in behalf of the Hospital
for the previous quarter’tOgether with a certificate that the
same has been examined and audited by the Hospital Com-
mittee. With the approval of the Hospital Committee he shall
draw upon the Treasurer for any funds he hay require.
4. He shall admit patients to the Hospital and assign them
to their several wards. He shall, With the approval of the
豆ospital Committee, decide the rate to be charged for board’
or, if any free beds be unoccupied, he may grant admission
to them. He shall keep, Or CauSe tO be kept’a reCOrd of血e
name, SeX, age, birthplace, reSidence’and disease of every
applicant, and, if admitted’Of the date and terms of admis-
sion, and the dates of all discharges, and also the date.of de-
cease, in all cases; and this record’in a tabular form, Shall be
open to the inspection of any of the Trustees and of the mem-
bers of the Medical and Surgical Sta節.
5. He shall report to the attending physicians or surgeon
the names of all patients whose time has expired; and at
each quarterly meeting of the Trustees he shal=ay before
them a list of all patients who have been in the house over
three months. He sha11 discharge patients, With the approval
of the attending physician or surgeon.
6. He sha11, in the absence of the visiting members of the
Medical and S11rgical Sta節, decide upon the case of any ad-
mitted patient suspected of being affiicted with any contagious
disease, and at once remove such patient from any wardタand,
in his discretion, from the Hospital. Whenever, in his judg-
ment, Patients misbehave, Or Violate any rules’he may remove
Or discharge themJ rePOrting such cases, Without delay, tO the
Hospital Committee.
7. He shall report in writing to the Trustees’at eaCh of
their stated quarterly meetings, the condition of the Hospital
in its several departments during the preceding quarter. This
report shall exhibit the number of applicants for admission,
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the sex and birthplace of the applicants, the number refused,
the number of paying and of free patients admitted, the num-
ber discharged and their condition, the number deceased, and
the number of free and paying patients respectively remamlng
in the Hospital. The report made by the Superintendent to
the Trustees at血e quarterly meeting in January shall be for
the previous year.
8. He shall make any rules and regulations that he may
think fit for the government of the empIoyees and patients,
and for the management of the Hospital, nOt inconsistent
With the By-Laws of the corporation or the Orders of the
Trustees.
9. He shall’uPOn the death of any patient, immediately
apprise his friends, Shall sign a cer舶cate of death, and shall
furnish the city registrar with a copy of the same. He shall
also §tate the time and cause of death, and the disposition made
Of the body, Whether delivered to friends or buried from the
Hospital’and in the last case shall mention the place of in-
terment. He shall see that no autopsy is made but with the
COnSent Of the family or friends of the deceased.
ARTICLE V
Medical and Surgical Sta癒
I. The Trustees shall’at their Anmual Meeting, aPPOint a
Medical and Surgical Staff’tO COnSist of such physicians and
SurgeOnS aS the Trustees shall determine. The members shall
hold o鯖ce for the term of one year and until their successors
are appointed.
2・ There shall be a General Executive Committee, COnSisト
ing of the two physicians-in-Chief of the Medical Executive
Committee’the two surgeons-in-Chief of the Surgical Execu-
tive Committee’and the Superintendent. The Superintendent
Shall act as Secretary of the Committee.
This Committee sha11 have general supervision of a,ll work
relating to the trcatment of patients.
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The General Executive Committee shall prescribe, Subject
to the confirmation of the Trustees, house rules for the man-
agement of the various medical and surgical departments.
No person shall be eligible to active service in any depa,rト
ment of the Hospital after attaining the age of the sixty
yearS.
3. The Medical Staff shall consist of two physicians-in-Chief,
Physicians, Visiting physicians’aSSistant visiting physicians and
assistant physicians to the Out-Patient Department.
There shall be a Medical Executive Committee, tO COnSist
Of the two physicians-in-Chief and the Superintendent. This
Committee shall have general direction of the medical services
in a11 departments of the Hospital. The Superintendent shall
be the Secretary of this Committee.
In case of proIonged absence of one of the Medical Execu-
tive Committee’Other than the Superintendent, the vacancy
Shall be filled by the physician on duty.
All nominat王ons shall be made by the Medical Executive
Committee to the Trustees for their action.
Physicians and visiting physicians shall have such services
as the Medical Executive Committee determines. Assistant
Visiting physicians shall be on duty in the Hospital and in the
Out-Patient Department as may be determined by the Medica,l
Executive Committee.
4. The Surgical Sta播shall consist of: tWO SurgeOnS-in-
chief’SurgeOnS, Visiting surgeons, aSSistant visiting surgeons,
assistants as required.
There shall be a Surgical Executive Committee, tO COnSist
Of the two surgeons-in-Chief and the Superintendent of the
Hospital, and in matters pertaining to the obstetrical, Ortho-
Paedic, nOSe and throat, eye and ear departments, a rePreSenta-
tive of that special department shall be a member of this
Comm ittee.
This Committee shall have general charge of the surgical
SerVices in all departments of the Hospital. The Superin-
tendent shall be Secretary of this Committee.
In case of prolonged absence of a member of the Surgical
Executive Committee, Other than the Superintendent, the
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VaCanCy Shall be創ed by the surgeon on duty on the service
Of which the surgeon-in-Chief is absent.
Each surgeon-in-Chief shall have, under the direction of the
Surgical Executive Committee, entire charge of his service
during the whole year. This service also includes the Out-
Patient Department. A surgeon-in-Chief may operate upon
SuCh cases upon his service as he elects, Subject to the require置
ments of the Surgical Executive Committee. He is responsible
for all work done on his service.
A surgeon shall have a regular service of six months,
Surgeons will do the routine service and in addition they may
have special work under the control of the Surgical Executive
Committee. To aid them there will be visiting surgeons and
assistant visiting surgeons, Who, in addition to the routine
WOrk, may also do special work.
All nomjnations sha11 be made by the Surgical Exeoutivc
Committee to the Trustees for their action.
Each surgeon-in-Chief, SurgeOn’Visiting surgeon or assistant
Visiting surgeon having special cases assigned him by the Sur-
gical Executive Committee sha11 prepare and present ann的lly
a monograph upon the subject.
ARTICLE VI
No physician or surgeon who owns, COnducts, Or is finan-
Cia11y interested in a private Hospital, Sha11 be eligible as a
member of the Medical or Surgical Staff.
ARTICLE VII
Superintendent’s Assistant
I. The Trustees may, at their discretion, aPPOint a physi-
Cian as Assistant to the Superintendent’tO be nominated by
him for the approval of the Trustees. Such Assistant shall
live at the Hospital’and shall exercise such authority and
Perform such duties as may be prescribed by the Superin-
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tendent. The salary of the Assistant shall be fixed by the
T rustees.
ARTICLE VII工
I. The Internes sha11 be appointed by the Trustees upon the
nomination of the General Executive Committee. They shall
reside at the Hospital’and shall not absent themselves for
more tha.n two hours at any time without the consent Of the
superintendent ; and on no account shall all be absent from the
Hospital at the same time’unless it be in attendance upon
m。di。a1 1e。tur。S in the adjoining college at such time as their
services may not be required in the Hospital.
2. They sha11 accompany the attending physician or sur-
geon respectively in their daily visits, make a careful record
of the cases, the treatment, and the prescribed diet’PrePare
the medicine as directed, and deliver the same, tOgether with
the necessary orders, to the nurses’directly after the moming
3. They shall have charge’under the direction of the Super-
intendent, Of the medical and surgical apparatus・ and the
library of the HosI)ital・
4. They shall attend to patients on their admission, and
shall, under the direction of the Superintendent・ make arrange-
ments for their comfort before they are seen by their regular
medical attendant; and, besides the morning visit with the
attending physician or surgeon, they shall make a daily even-
ing visit to each patient between the hours of 7 and 8 p.M”
and at such other times as they may be requested to do so
by the Superintendent or nurse. They shall, When directed
by the Superintendent, See all persons who apply for admis-
sion, either for themselves or their friends’and shall see or
visit the patient before admission to the Hospital・
5. The duties of the Intemes shall be as nearly equally
divided as may be expedient or practica‘ble in the opinion of
the Superintendent.
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ARTICLE IX
Rules and Regulations Goveming the Admission and Care
of Patients
I. Hospital ward rates are from $IO.5O tO $2I Per Week,
according to the size and location of the wards. Rates for
Private rooms are $2I and upwards per week, aCCOrding to
the size and location of the rooms. Any room occupied by
more than one patient is a ward.
2. All patients on free beds or admitted as free patients,
a11 who pay reduced Hospital rates, and all who pay not ex-
Ceeding $IO.5O a week are “house patients.’’ All who pay
more than $IO.5O a week but less than?2I a Week are also
“house patients” unless they are the private patients of a
member of the Medical and Surgical Staff. House patients
Shall have gratuitous medical, Surgical, Or Obstetrical treatment
from the member of the Medical or Surgical Staff on duty.
Applicants for free care and treatment, Or for care and treat-
ment at reduced rates,' muSt Satisfy the Superintendent that
they are unable to pay Hospital rates.
3. Patients who apply to the Hospital for care and
treatment at full rates of $2I a. Week and upwards sha11 be
entitled, if admitted, tO be at no expense for board and for
the services of a floor nurse for their reasonable needs. Such
Patients shall, before entrance, arrange With the physician,
S,urgeOn, Or Obstetrician on duty, for payment of reasonable
PrOfessional fees, and this arrangement sha11 be in writing,
Signed by the patient and the physician, SurgeOn, Or Obstetri-
Cian on duty, and shall be filed by the Superintendent; but the
Superintendent may, in his discretion, admit a patient into any
Ward or room without such arrangement, When he is satisfied
that such patient is unable to pay a professional,fee, and, in
SuCh case, the patient sha11 be treated as a. “ house patient."
4. The private patient of any member of the Medical or
Surgical Sta惜entering the Hospital as such’and paying full
rates above $IO.5O a Week, Shall have the professional attend-
ance of the member whose private pa,tient he is, and such
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member shall make arrangement with the, Patient for such
recompense for his professional services as may be mutually
agreed upon, tO be paid after the patient has paid the Hospital
its regular full rate for board, nurSlng, and extras.
Any member of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Medical
Society may, With the sanction of the General Executivle Com-
mittee’Or the consent of the attending physician, SurgeOn’Or
Obstetrician and the Superintendent, attend his private patient
in the Hospital, under the provision of this rule ; PrOVided that
SuCh patient pays to the Hospital the full rate per week of
$2I Or uPWards, aCCOrding to the accommodations.
Provided, however, that any physician in good standing in
Massachusetts may so attend his private patient su節ering from
SCarlet fever, Or diphtheria, in the John C. Haynes Memorial
buildings, With the approval of the Superintendent.
5. No operation shall be undertaken in the Hospital by
Other than a member of the Surgical Sta楢, Or by one of the
SPeCialists or obstetricians of the Medical and Surgical Sta籍,
in his specialty, eXCePt With the sanction of the General Execu-
tive Committee, Or the consent of the surgeon on duty and the
Superintendent.
6. Extra charges will be made, eXCePt for patients on free
beds, aS follows:
(I) For the board of each special nurse a charge of $I
for each day of twenty-four hours ; it being understood that
the patient sha11 be responsible directly to the nurse for her
regular pay.
(2) High-Priced game, fruit or drugs, malt or alcoholic
liquors, and the various proprietary foods, emulsions, etC.,
When used by the bottle; also special apparatus made to
Order.
(3) Massage.
(4) Ambulance.
(5) Surgical supplies. This charge will be a
all paying patients who undergo surgical treatment,
meant to cover cost of materials in the amphitheatre
after dressings.
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Patients wi11 be examined at the Hospital in order to deter-
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mine the advisability of admission. The examination will be
made gratuitously by the examining physician or surgeon dur-
ing the regular hours of attendance) Which are usually between
II A.M.and I2M.
All out-Patients operated upon in the Hospital wi11 be
Charged a fee of $2 for care and attention; When occupying
a room, a fee of $4.
Accounts are rendered each Friday, and are either presented
to the patients’Or Sent by mail to friends as desired. These
accounts are for t:he week in advance, and payment is so
requested. A pro rata amount will be refunded to the
Patient if leaving before the expiration of the date of the bill
aspaid.
General visiting days are daily from 3 tO 4 P. M. and 6 to
6:3O P. M. No patient will be allowed to see more than one
Visitor during any visiting hour. While more la,titude can be
allowed those in private rooms’it is done as a favor, and must
be kept within proper limit. Physicians wi11 therefore avoid
telling their patients, u You may see visitors whenever you
Want tO’” as it is entirely within the control of the Superin-
tendent.
Patients are not allowed to see any one on the day of an
OPeration’nOr afterwards・ until permission has been given by
the attending surgeon.
Relatives wi11 not be received into the Hospital with the
Patients, nOr Wi11 they be a11owed to remain with them during
the night, eXCePt by the express directions of the attending
Physician or surgeon, With the consent of the Superintendent.
A change in underwear’a Warm’loose wrapper, and soft
Slippers for use in丘rst sitting up’are all the special clothing
required. So far as possible the bringing of large pieces of
baggage is to be avoided.
Fruit’flowers’ar]d delicacies are usually allowed to patients,
but must not be given without consulting the nurse in charge,
and should be sent in small quantities to avoid waste. Con-
fections of all kinds and arti。es of food are strictly prohibited,
and must not be brought to the Hospital.
After the necessity for admission to t青1e Hospital has been
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determined, the financial arrangements must be made with the
Superintendent’Who will otherwise not be responsible for any
misunderstanding of the rates.
Free patients from places without this State wi11 not be
admitted if there is a waiting list of those belonging to this
State.
A11 money and valuables belonging to patients must be de-
posited in the safe at the Hospital, and a receipt will be given
therefor. Every reasonable precaution will be taken to guard
them safely.
ARTICLE X
General Rules for Patients
I. Patients, On admission, Sha11 give security satisfactory
to the Superintendent for the payment of expenses in the
Hospital.
2. In cases of accident or emergency, Patients shall be ad-
mitted without delay, and provided for as we11 as circum-
stances will permit.
3. Persons suffering from syphilisl delirium tremensタOPium
habit, Or insanity, Sha11 not be admitted.
4. No patient shall be a11owed to remain longer than three
months, eXCePt by the consent of the Superintendent.
5. Whenever a patient is removed or discharged from the
Hospital without the consent of the attending physician or
surgeon, the Superintendent sha11 cause a statement of the
circumstances of such removal or discharge to be entered on
the record of the Hospital.
6. Patients must be in their proper places in the wards
during the daily medical and surgical visits between H A. M.
and I2 M., and always by 8 p. M., unless specially exempted
by the Superintendent.
7. Patients shall not visit other wards without the consent
of the Superintendent.
8. Those free patients who are able are expected to assist
in nursing and in other such services as may reasonably be
required of them.
工O2
9. No patient sha11 purchase, Or CauSe any member of the
household to purchase for him, any article of food or any other
article without the consent of the Superintendent.
IO. Profane or obscene language, nOISy Or loud talking and
incivility are prohibited.
H. The use of tobacco, Wine, and intoxicating liquors is
PrOhibited, unless prescribed by the attending physician or
Su rgeOn ・
12・ Patients may be visited by dergymen of their own selec-
tion, and the wish for the performance of any particular re-
1igious rite shall be indulged when practicable.
I3. The rules of the Hospital must be implicitly obeyed by
the patients. Should any patient wilfully or persistently dis-
regard these rules, the friends will be notified to take him
away, Or, failing to do so, he will be discharged.
I4. Complaints may be made to the Superintendent, and,
When reasonable, Shall be obviated or reported by him to the
Trustees.
ARTICLE XI
The Standing Orders are subject to alteration, amendment,
Or rePeal at the pleasure of the Trustees; but they shall not
be altered’amended’rePealed or suspended at a meeting at
Which less than fifteen members are present, unless notice has
been given in the call for the meeting that changes in the
Standing Orders wi11 be proposed.
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Members of the Corporation
章MRS. T. B. AL。RICH
MAJOR TALBOT ALDRTCH
MRS. F. R. ALLEN
MR. EzRA H. BAKER
MISS GERTRUDE BAKER
MRS. A. H. BATCHELDER
MISS SARAH H. BLANCHARD
MR. D. H. BLANEY
章DR. GEORGE D. BLISS
*MR. LEROY S. BROWN
DR. H. L. CHASE
MR. IsAAC W. CHICK
*DR. J. W. CLAPP
*MR. B. PRESTON CLARK
MISS ELEANOR J. CLARK
CoI,. CHARLES R. CoDMAN
*MR. RussEI,L S. CoDMAN
*MRS. C. C. CoNVERSE
MR. HENRY B. DAY
*MR. CHARLES F. DowsE
章MR. WILLIAM B. H. DowsE
MR. ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
MRS. RoBERT D. EvANS
MRS. J. N. FISKE
筆MR. HENRY S. GREW
MR. F. A. HASERICK
MRS. JoHN C. HAYNES
章MR. HERBERT D. HEATHFIELD
MISS MARY W. HoLBROOK
MR. GEORGE W. JACKSON
M重SS IsABELLA F. KEYES
MR. L. C. KIMBALL
MRS. S. S. LANGLEY
MISS ED重TH GwENDOLEN LEONARD
MRS. E. T. LoRING
*MR. EDWARD H. MASON
M鼠. C. F. McCしU照E
MRS. C. F. McCLURE
MR. FREDERICK A. MILLER
MRS. WILL重AM L, MoRSE
*MR. GEORGE W. MosES
DR. HoRACE PACKARD
DR. N. EMMONS PA重NE
MR. AsA P. PoTTER
*MR. CHARLES J. PRESCO調
MR. ELWYN G. PRESTON
MRS. GEORGE H. QuINCY
MRS. H. E. RAYMOND
MR. THOMAS F. RICHARDSON
*MR. WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON
*MR. WALLACE F. RoB重NSON
*MR. CHARLES E. RoGERSON
MISS MARIAN RussELI,
MR. R. H. STEARNS
MRS. ALEXANDER STOWELL
*DR. JoHN P. SuTHER|,AND
MISS M. A, TAPPAN
MISS HANNA壇M. WELD
MR. STEPHEN M. WELD
*DR. WALTER WESSELHOEFT
*MR. EDMUND A. WHITMAN
*MR. WILLIAM F. W臼ITTEMORB
章Membe重s during term of o競ce.
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Officers of the Corporation
Of the Massachusetts Hom∞OPathic Hospital since its
fou nd ation
Pγe料del,鳩
HENRY S. RussELL
RuFUS S. FROS富
CHARI,ES R. CoDMAN
WILL章▲M TAGGARD PIPER
EDWARD H. MASON
WⅡふ重▲Ⅲ CL▲mⅣ
ALPHEUS HARDY
Is▲AC RICH
轍玉NRY S. RussE重し
LIVERUS HuLL
CH▲BLES G. WboD
OT重S CしA重・P
RuFUS S. F虞OST
C鼠震ST耽GumD
E. S. CoNVERSE
JoHN C. HAYNES
W. H.櫨oRTOⅣ
J. LIVINGSTON GRANI)重N
DAVID B. FLINT
F. A. DEWSON
SpENCER W. R重C照▲RDSON
CoNR▲D WESSELHOEF‘r
GEORGE H. LEON▲RD
W▲し富撤　WESSEし櫨OE重富
EDWARD H. M▲SON
ART鼠UR F. EsT▲寄ROOK
J. LIV裏NGSTON GRANDIN
櫨雄N最Y S. G随W
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I. T. TA職O冒
D. G. WooI)V]NE
MISS ELLEN FROTH宣NGHAM
T櫨OMAS B. T重CKNO登
GEORGE W. JACKSON
ER^STUS T. CoLBURN
B. PRESTON CしARK
T▲LBOT ALDR重CH
FRANK W. ANDR鴨WS
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CHARLES G. WooD
Sr'ENC雷R W. RICHARDSON
F. A, DEWSON
CHARLES H. WATSON
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Homceopathic Aid Association
The increased interest in the work of the Hospital has led
to the formation, in different places, Of associations for the
PurPOSe Of aiding this Hospital, aS Well as other homceopathic
institutions・ Not only by the amual membership fees, but by
SPeCial e億orts, SuCh as subscriptions, COnCertS, lectures. pri-
Vate theatricals, fairs, COffee parties, etC., Su塙cient sums have
been raised to support one or more beds in the Hospital・
Similar associations in any town containing any considerable
調mber of persons fricndly to homceopathy or to砧s Hospital,
WOuld be of great service. The fo11owing Constitution has
been adopted by those already formed :
Con s titu tion
A耽ICLE I. This As§OCiation shall be callcd the
Pathic Aid Association.
Hom健○-
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ART.` 2. It§ Object shal] be to assist the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital, Or any Other homceopathic institutiol一, When so decided by
a majority of the members at a regular meeting of the Association.
It may, by amual dues, Subscriptions, entertainments, Or SuCh other
means as may be determined, SeCure the∴uSe Of a bed in the Massa-
Chusetts Homceopathic Hospital for worthy and ncedy patients, in
accordance with the rules of the Hospital.
ART. 3. Any person may become a member for one year by paying
One do11ar, Or a life member by paying ten dollar§ at One time, there-
for, tO the Treasurcr.
Åm. 4. The o備cers §hall be a President, tWO Vice-Presidents, a
Sccretary, and a Treasurer, Who sha= form an Exec両ve Committee.
They shall be elected (after the present year) at the Annual MeetiIlg
Of the Association. on the first Wednesday of October, for the te「m
Of one year, Or聞tiI others are chosen. They shall perform the dutie§
usually pertaining to their seYeral o鯖ces.
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Roxbury Hom∝OPathic Aid Association
O鯖cers for 1917
P′eSide海
MRS. S重DNEY M. HEDGES
Vice_PγeSide7寂S
MRS. SAMUBL H. CALDERWOOD M重SS IDA HuNNEⅢAN
重十eα京榔γeγ
M重SS E. A. HuNNEMAN
」弗`γetαγツ
MRS. MARY J. CuRT重§
Aαd宛0γ
MRS. C壇ARLES F. K重NG
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Brookline Hom∝Opathic Aid Association
O範cers for 1917
PγeSide勧i
MISS H. ALMA CuMM重NGS
履e-PγeSide諦S
MBS. J. W. CLAPP MRS. C. W. KE重しOGG
」耗`γeiα′ツ
MRS. MAURICE WoRCESTER TuRNBR
TナeαSαγe′
MISS AMY CLAPP
EガeC諦みe Booγd
MRS. C. W. LEW重S MRS. W. P. DEFRIEZ
MRS. HATHERLY FosTER MRS. J. H. MooRE
MRS. GEORGE RoGERS MRS. JoHN BLODGET
MRS. ARTHUR H. PRAY MRS. CHAS. H, STEAENS
MRS. FRANKL重N∴F. RAYMOND
The thirty-seCOnd amual meeting of the Brookline Homceopathic Aid
Association was held at the home of the president, Miss H. A. Cummings,
重6 Kemard Road, Wednesday, October I8.
The work of the pas七year has been very satisfactory, and financially the
association is in good condition.
During the year two of the oldest and most helpful members have died,
Mrs. J. W. Edgerly and Mrs. Eugene Fay. They will be greatly missed.
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Methods of Aiding the Massachusetts
Homceopathic Hospital
Any person can aid the Hospital by contributing in cither
Of the fo1lowing ways:
I. Donations of money in any amount and at any time, as
it is always needed; also of fruit, flowers, Vegetables, PrO-
Visions, books, OmamentS, CIothing, bandages, Old linen, and
Whatever is necessary or usefu=or the sick.
2. Amual subscriptions, tO be paid at any time during the
year, and continued at the wi11 of the donor.
3. One hundred dollars for membership.
4. One hundred and fifty dollars annually for a free bed,
to be used six●months in the year.
5. One thousand dollars for a free bed, tO be used three
months each year during the donor’s life.
6. Twenty-five hundred dollars for a free bed, tO be used
all the time言f desired, during the donor’s life.
7. Five thousand dollars for a permanent free bed, Which
may be kept always occupied by the donor.
8. Any sum of money glVen Or COllected for free beds, for
which a certificate is issued which entitles the holder to a frce
bed within one year, tO the full amount of the certificate at
the established Hospital rates. By this method, almost any
PerSOn may SeCure the controI of a free bed.
Fom of Bequest
Give and bequeath to the Massachusetts Homcecr
Pathic Hospital, tO be paid by my executors to the person
acting as T「easurerJ the sum of....… … … …… ・do11ars’
to be applied to the charitable uses and purposes of said Hos.
Pital under the direction of its Board of Officers.
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Officers of the Sumy Bank Home
A照でHU最F. Es富A盤登○○重
1916
PγeSうde融
EDWARD H. MASON
Viα-P′eSide融S
WAI,TER WESSELⅡO耽富, M.D.
HENRY S. GRRW
TALBOT ALDR重CH
EzRA H. BAKBR
しEROY S. BROW前
B. PRE§TON CLARE
CoL. CHARLES R. CoDⅢAN
CHARLES F. DowsE
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
HBNRY S. GRBW
WALTER WESSEL田OEF富, M.D.
Tタus虎es
HERBERでD. HEATHF嘉ELD
J°HN H. KENDA重し
EDWARD H. MASON
N. EMMONS PAINE, M.D.
IIARLES J. PRESCOTr
EしWYN G. PRESでON
WM. S. RICHARDSON
Coし. C京ANⅢORE N. WAしし▲CR
EDMUND A. WHITMAN
WⅢ. F. W鼠重TTEMORE
MRS. THOMAS B. ALD鼠重CH MRS. FRANC重S R. ALLEN
T形のSαγe′
ArmuR F. EsTABROOK, I5 State Street, Boston
αeγ鳥
EzRA鱒. BARER, 23 Ames Building, Boston
A αdiIoγS
JoHN櫨. KEⅢ)Aし重
恩糊のめe Co肋肋i妨e
EDWARD照H. MASON
MRS. THOMAS BA重LEY ALDRmC遍
HBN輿Y S. GREW
EzRA H. BAKER
ARTHUR F. EsでABROo重
B. PRESTON CI.ARK
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Sunny Bank Home
Movement of Population
Number remaining December 3I, I9I5.
Number admitted during year I9I6 ‥.
Number treated during the year. … ‥
Number discharged during the year …
Number remaining December 3I, I9I6.
Total number days board fumished. ‥
Daily average number of patients. ….
Daily per capita cost.…. ‥ … …. ‥
Receipts
$450.4 I
29.80
重9重6
重重
量75
重86
霊83 (I d ath)
3
3 ,464
9・47
$I,45
$重,934.67
$495. 84
重・50
480.2重　　32.05
Toも孤‥㌻…………………... $2,4重4.88
Expenditures
Provisions‥‥‥‥‥‥‥...
Fuelandlight‥.‥‥‥‥.‥
Iceandwater… ……...‥
Medical and surgical supplies.
Repairs‥‥‥‥..‥...‥..
・‥　$重,520.24
347・03
重5重・73
34・43
Stationery and printing… … …..
292・5重
9.48
‥　　重,627.22
725・重3
255・54
65.○○
‥　$5,028.3重
$重,o43.64
529・39
$I ,573.03
$重,253.36
359・90
重2〇・〇9
4重○○6
224.56
6.3重
I,679.29
7I3・69
96.○○
$4,494.26
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ADMISSION OF PATIENTS
A11 applications for admission to the Hospital, Whether
for free or for payipg patients, Should be made to the-SupeI」
intendentタWho wi11 ascertain if the case is suitable, a龍d i番
SO, Will fumish an admission paper to the applicant. Ap・
Plication can be made at the Hospital at any hour.
The arrangements for free patients, and also for r?OmS,
attendance, termS, etC., for paying patieuts, muSt be made
with the Superintendent beあre admission.
EMERGENCY CASES
In caseS of accident or of extreme emergency, the patient
on coming to the Hospital will be admitted without delay’
and provided for as well as circumstances will permit・ It
is, howevcr,霊場tter, i± possible, to nOtify the Superintendent
beforehand, that suitable arrangements may be made・
NURSES
骨he address of any of the graLduates of the Massach耽
setts Homceopathic Hospital Training School ior Nurses
may be obtained言t the Directory o壬Nurses, 84 Pleasant
Street, Brookline.

